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Jottings from - - -
Jo's
Notebook
Vanderbilt University—It's good to be back in
academia again after a frenzied week-end in Fulton.
I have never done as much in so little time in many a
day, and that includes Banana Festivals too! I didn't
get to see too many people, and I'm almost glad I
didn't. If the experience I had with Linda Nanney at
the City National Bank happens many more times
I'm going to get plum out-done with the entire sys-
tem of communications, and that includes personal
contact too.
It was a chilling experience, and you'd better
believe it. I called Linda last Saturday to ask about
my bank balance. I asked if she would give me the
amounts and the identification of the checks I had
written since I received my bank statement on the
first of the month.
Well, one word brought on another and I said:
"I didn't have my check books with the stubs
on it in Nashville, and I didn't know how many
checks I wrote for books."
That didn't seem to make any great impact on
her thinking and she went on recounting the
checks . . . "Vanderbilt Book Store $20; Vanderbilt
Book Store $12.50; Vanderbilt Book Store, etc."
(Oh, the prices of these books!)
Finally I said; "Buying books at this rate I
won't have lunch money by Thanksgiving."
Whereupon she asked: "What are you doing
buying all those books at Vanderbilt."
Then I told her! She hadn't heard about the
Fellowship; hadn't missed me; and after that I just
didn't have the heart to ask her what she thought
about me going to college.
But the experience has a modicum of value. It
proves conclusively what my Public Opinion pro-
fessor means when he says . . . "when anybody says
that EVERYBODY'S TALKING about an issue or
two, pooh-pooh the idea, because everybody doesn't
talk to every body every day, or every week, or
every year."
I had thought that EVERYBODY had made up
their own opinions about an old lady going to col-
lege, and here I find out that even my banker
-friends didn't know. And they're not knowing I'll
just go on buying books, til I overdraw all out of rea-
son.
So take care of lil ole me, will you Linda?
There's a little bit of Kentucky, and the ole
home-town, just everywhere you go. Fortunately
for me, here at Vanderbilt University it seems more
SO.
Knowing that there are people around that you
know and can call on if the need arises is an ex-
tremely comforting thought. But seeing them fre-
quently is about as much as you can ask for, especi-
ally if you're away from the old familiar places and
people.
Today, Tuesday, I had cordial little chats with
Steve Green and Steve Jones. I first ran into Steve
Green as he was leaving his English class last week
on the third floor of Calhoun Hall, where I have a
Political Inquiry class each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday at nine. Last week Steve was leaving his
eight o'clock English class when he spied me sitting
on the couch outside of my class-room door, where I
was doing a quick going over my assigned reading
for the class.
"Hello, Mrs. Westpheling," he said smiling
from ear to ear, as I did also immediately upon see-
ing him. Now when I go to that class, I tarry around
to get a little visit with that blonde, All-American
looking college lad. This morning (Tuesday) Steve
came by to say "hello" while I was talking with Eu-
gene Harold of Mayfield, who is in my American
History class.
I introduced Steve to Eugene, whereupon
Steve asked about mutual acquaintances in May-
field and about the Starr family (I think) from May-
field, who are related to the Greens.
Last week also, I was strolling along the camp-
us in mid-afternoon after a long study session in the
Science Center. Looking across thit lovely expanse
of foliage and stately buildings I saw this tall, studi-
ous-looking lad walking towards me and I thought:
"That must be the other Steve!" Indeed it was,
Steve Jones, going into the Joint University Li-
brary where he also spends endless hours poring
over his studies.
And so today (Tuesday) as I left the library, af-
ter five continuous hours of catching up on my read-
ing and home-work that I missed during the Festi-
val, I heard another cheery:
"Jo, you're really putting in a lot of hours
here, aren't you?" It was dear, sweet Steve Jones,
headed into the comfortable area of study that I had
just left in JUL.
In one of my political science classes involved
in the studies of Political Parties there are nine
(Continued On Page Four)
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The News has won awards for
eacenence every year it has been
subnW.ted in judging contests.
Fulton, 42041. Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, October 19, 1967
The Episcopal Bishops, the Rt. Rev. C. Alfred Voegeli, exiled Bishop of
Haiti; and the Rt. Rev. C. Gresham Marrn:on, Bishop of ths. Diocese of
Kentucky, discuss their forthcoming tour o: the Kentucky D.acese.
Bishops Planning Fulton Visit
On Diocesan Tour Next Week
The Episcopal Bishop of the Dio-
cese of Kentucky and the exiled
Bishop of Haiti will meet here Fri-
day. October 27 while on a dio-
cesan-wide tour through the west-
ern half of the state. The Rt. Rev.
C. Gresham Marmion, Bishop of
Kentucky, commenting on his tour
with the Rt. Rev. C. Alfred Voe-
geli, Bishop of Haiti, said, "We
want to inform every member of
the Diocese about the work of the
Church in the world and in this
Diocese and enlist their enthus-
iasm and support in this program."
A Diocesan tour beginning in
Louisville Sunday, October 22 will
Services Held For
Dresden Soldier,
Killed In Vietnam
A Weakley County soldier killed
in action in South Vietnam was
buried with miiltary honors near
Dresden Monday.
Services for Spec. 4 John Edward
Davis, killed on Oct. 10, were held
at 3 p. m. at the Hodges Chapel
Baptist Church. Burial followed in
Little Zion Cemetery with Bowlin
Funeral Home in charge of ar-
rangements.
The 21-year-old soldier was serv-
ing with the Army's First Air Cav-
alry Division when he was killed.
He had been in Vietnam for two
months.
He was a lifelong resident of
Weakley County and was graduated
from Palmersville High School. He
was a member of the Hodges
Chapel Baptist Church.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B. Davis, and
a brother, Joseph T. Davis, all of
near Dresden.
arrive in the Purchase Friday,
October 27 with a breakfast at
Murray, followed by a lunch by the
Bishop's Committees of Fulton,
Hickman and Mayfield, an evening
dinner at Paducah and a congrega-
tional meeting with the Fulton.
Mayfield, Hickman, Paducah and
Murray congregations will com-
plete the day.
The Kentucky Diocese has enter-
ed a "companion relationship" with
Haiti, which has already fostered
exchange visits by each Bishop to
the other's diocese. Kentucky Epis-
copalians have made financial gifts
to the church of Haiti for the re-
building of chutches and schools
ravaged by hurricanes during the
past two seasons. Two Haitian
children were recently treated in
Louisville: one an open heart sur-
gery case.
Job Corps Rep.
Coming Oct. 20
The Mississippi River Area De-
velopment Council, Inc. announces
the following schedule for Mr. Wil-
liam K. Edelen, Job Corps Repre-
sentive, Louisville, Kentucky., who
will be in the following locations on
the given dates:
Ballard County - Wickliffe, Oct.
18, 8:30 - 12:00.
Carlisle County - Bardwell, Oct.
18. 1:00 - 5:00.
Hickman County - Clinton, Octo-
ber 19, 8:30 - 12:00.
Fulton County - Hickman, Oct. 19,
1:00 - 5:00.
Fulton, Ky. October 20, 8:30 -
12:00.
All places of meeting will be in
the offices of the Mississippi River
Area Development, Community Ac-
tion Offices.
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n • nFor JunOr Miss Title Here Saturday
Next Saturday, October 21, at 8:00 p. m., sixteen at-
tractive high school senior girls will gather in Carr
Gymnasium to compete for the title of Fulton County -
Obion County Junior Miss.
The pageant is being sponsored by the Fulton Jay-
cees and Ronald Laird heads the committee in charge.
Both a Tennessee and a Kentucky winner will be
chosen, with each attending her respective State Page-
ant. Also, the girl who attains the most over-all judges'
points will win the title of Fulton County-Obion County
Junior Miss.
The program will be under the
able direction of Joe Sanders of
Fulton. Master of Ceremonies will
be Vince Genovese of Paducah. Mr
Genovese has had quite a bit of ex-
perience with pageants, having
produced and directed the Miss
Paducah Contest.
Admission to the program is only
$1.00 per person and a large crowd
is expected, according to a Jaycee
spokesman. The local Junior Miss
Pageant has grown in popularity
each year and this one promises
to be the best ever.
The girls will be judged by a
panel of three out-of-town judges
on several different categories, in-
cluding poise and appearance,
youth fitness, talent, and acad-
emics. Contestants are from Fulton
High School, South Fulton High,
Fulton County High, and Union
City High. They are:
From Fulton High - Ruth Ann
Prison Terms For
Arson Drawn
By Calloway Men
A pair of Calloway County men.
arrested October 2 for possession of
stolen property, were sentenced to
prison terms Friday at Murray on
arson charges involving 14 cases
of burning and looting in a five-
county area of Western Kentucky
and Tennessee this year.
Included in the arson charges
was the house occupied by Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Cochran on the Holland
farm northwest of Fulton, partially
destroyed by fire earlier this sum-
mer. Looting before the fire netted
the pair two guns, two watches and
other possessions of the Cochrans,
who were away on vacation at the
time. One gun and one watch were
recovered later.
Isaac Tinsley was sentenced to
two years on each of 14 counts,
with Circuit Judge Richard Peek
ruling that he must serve 14 years.
Ora Wyatt, indicted on six counts
of arson and seven of breaking and
entering, was sentenced to 26
years, 14 mandatory.
A sale to a Paducah pawnshop,
later identified as stolen from one
of the burned homes, led to their
arrest.
DAD'S NITE
The West Fulton PTA and Terry
Norman PTA will have a joint
"Dad's Nite" program Thursday
night at 7:30 p. m. Dr. Glynn Bus-
hart is in charge.
CARVINGS AND PAINTINGS FROM HIS WHEELCHAIR —
Burnette, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Burnette; Carrie Lee Camp-
bell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Campbell; Rita Craven,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
Craven;
From South Fulton High - Teresa
Fields, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Fields; Phyllis Blackwell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. L.
Blackwell; Dana Puckett, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett,
Jr.; Barbara Cook, daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Richard Cook;
From Fulton County High -
Sheila DeMyer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Scott DeMyer; Twana Jo
Hammock, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Hammock; Fonda
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Adams; Diane Elaine
Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul S. Jones; Claudia Glover,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gaither
Glover;
From Union City High - Patsy
Fry, daughter of Mts. Carl Fry;
United Fund Drive
On In South Fulton
The second annual Obion County
United Fund drive began this week,
with a $35,000 goal set.
Soliciting in South.. Fulton is in
charge of Floyd Martin and Albert
Johnson, assisted by John Reeks,
Joe Byrd, James Robey, and J. U.
MeKendree.
A house-to-house canvass in
South Fulton will be made Sunday
September 22 by the South Fulton
PTA.
Number 42
Ann NIcAdoo, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. McAdoo; Vickie
Crutcher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. 11. Crutcher; Gail Crowder, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
('rowder.
Colorful Autumn
Ushers In Another
Hunting Season
Colorful autumn_ in Kentucky
ushers in the fall hunting season.
It's a time of year anxiously await-
ed by sportsmen who have been
cleaning and oiling guns, repairing
and repainting waterfowl decoys,
runnnig sleek dogs and doing count-
less scores of other things associat-
ed with the fine art of hunting.
Actually, some hunters have been
in The woods since Aug. 12, the first
day of squirrel season which con-
tinues through Oct. 31. A second
season on squirrels is set for Dec.
1-31.
Dove hunters have been busy
since Sept. 1, another two-part sea-
son. The first portion closes Oct. 31
and then reopens Dec. 1 and con-
tinues through Dec. 9.
Other statewide seasons are: Ikeif
bit, quail and furbearers,,Eov. 16
Jan 31; geese, Ni'. 6-Jan. 14;
ducks, Nov. 29-46.U. 7, and ruffed
grouse, Dec. 1,- Feb. 28.
A limited (gun) hunting season
for deer in 78 counties has been set
for Nov. 8-12 with limited seasons
in four other counties.
Complete information on the 1967-
68 Kentucky hunting season includ-
ing dates, places, daily bag limits,
possession limits, special Wildlife
management areas open to hunting,
firearms and regulations and li-
cense fees may be obtained from
local county court clerks offices,
where hunting licenses are on sale.
Published by the Kentucky De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources, the digest also contains in-
formation about a limited turkey
season next spring, a pioneer wea-
pons season and a deer season for
archers.
P. D. Blaylock Addresses Rotary
On Student Government At UTM
An interesting program on "Student Government"
organization and activities at the University of Tennes-
see, Martin, was presented to the Fulton Rotary Club
Tuesday by P. D. Blaylock, President of the SGA at
Martin.
Blaylock is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Blaylock, South Fulton,
and a senior at UTM.
The speaker praised the system
as its operates at UTM, pointing
out that it gives students a strong
voice in their affairs, contributing
to a feeling of well-being and pride
in their school, contributes a spirit
of harmony with the faculty. He
labeled SGA as a "foundation for
leadership," adding that it is divid-
ed into legislative, executive and
judicial branches on the campus.
Blacklock introduced Steve Davis,
Covington, his Vice-President; Miss
Alona Vincent, Martin, secretary
of Finance; and Miss Marilyn
Counce, Savannah, seerstary of Af-
fairs.
The program was arranged by
Harold Henderson.
Jubie Henderson Has Turned A Handicap Into A Rare Talent
Who won the favorite picture
award at the Banana Festival Art
Exhibit? Why, Jubie Henderson, of
course. Mr. Henderson, known not
only for his paintings, but also for
his bird carvings, won by a re-
sounding 100 votes which plainly
indicates the popularity of the
works of this talented Fulton man.
Mr. Henderson, who had never
painted until he was partially dis-
abled by an attack of rheumatic
fever twelve years ago, has turned
a handicap into a talent that will
surely eventually place him in the
ranks with the, great naturalist and
artist, John James Audubon, and
Kentuckian Ray Harm, whose
works are now being acclaimed as
great or greater than that of Audu-
bon.
Born the son of a farmer near
Dukedom, Tennessee, Jubie Hender-
son has lived most of his life in
Graves, Hickman, and Fulton coun-
ties. At the time of his bout with
rheumatic fever in 1945, he owned a
cabinet shop in Hickman where he
designed and built furniture.
Drawing had interested him even
as a child, but he had never done
anything about it other than draw-
ing maps for geography class and
helping others With their maps. He
said he used to wonder how objects
could be drawn so that they didn't
look flat.
When on the spur of the moment
after his illness, he decided to paint,
all there was in the house WaS
some enamel. There were no
brushes so he called his pet Collie
(log and from the hair of his dog he
devised his first brush. He dis-
covered immediately that the hair
from the stomach of the dog was
best as the hair elsewhere was too
coarse. His first picture was done
from memory and was of a red-
wing blackbird with cat-tails in the
background. And as he said, the re-
sult wasn't very good.
While most of Mr. Henderson's
paintings are of birds, he has done
almost a dozen still life pictures,
some from memory. Nothing of his
is ever a copy, and he has never
had a lesson in either painting or
carving.
The subjects of his bird paintings
are done from memory, from look-
ing at the many books on birds that
he has in his borne, and from the
live birds that he can see from his
window. -
He has seen 17 or 18 different
kinds of birds in his yard, and he
feeds them year round. Last winter
he fed cantaloup seeds to the red-
birds, who are especially fond of
them. He also fed them corn, which
they will bite into four pieces be-
fore eating.
Paintings of birds, so realistic
that you expect them to fly off at
your approach. hang from the walls
in almost every room.
His landscapes sell from $35 up,
but he would not put a price on his
bird paintings at this time. While
all of his works at present are done
in oil, he is considering experi-
menting with acrylics.
An admirer of Audubon, Mr.
Henderson has 30 or 40 of his
prints.
He is also an admirer of Ray
Harm, the two having met when Mr.
Harm had an exhibit at the Banana
Festival several years ago. Mr.
Henderson gave him one of his bird
carvings, and in return Mr. Harm
sent him a personally autographed
picture of a bob white, which now
proudly hangs on the wall in the
dining room. Mr. Henderson valued
the picture at $500, but said that he
certainly wasn't interested in sell-
ing it.
Now twelve years after his ill-
ness, Jubie Henderson is as adept
at carving birds out of wood as he
is at placing them on canvas with
oil.
In his room he proudly displayed
the collection of birds that he now
has on hand. There are some thirty
species, ranging from the common
sparrow to the uncommon, such as
the brown creeper. There is a small
covey of quail on one shelf that
would have a hunter almost reach-
ing for his gun before he discovered
they were made of wood. These
birds sell anywhere from $10 to $35
per carving.
They are carved from pine or
sugar pine, which has to be sent
here from Michigan. At one time
Mr. Henderson tried poplar, but
discovered that it was too hard for
carving. His tools include a pocket
knife, file, sandpaper, and drill.
The birds, carved in minute de-
tail and painted with oils, are au-
thenic in every way. The legs of the
birds are made from four strand
clothesline wire and appear so real
yott could believe they had been cut
from a live bird.
The smallest bird he has carved
w as a pheasant, only 5-8 of an inch
long, perfect in every detail, and
glued on a toothpick. Its very small-
ness resulted in its demise. It was
accidently dropp-A and stepped on.
A carving of a quail won first
place in the Kentucky State Fair,
and another was first in the old
Ken-Tenn Fair. Mr. Henderson has
had displays of his carvings at thti
Banana Festival and in the Annex
Building in Frankfort. Recently
some of his bird carvings have
been placed in the Green Tree, a
gift shop at Martin, Tenn. owned
by Aaltje Vandenburg, the art teach-
er at UTM.
Post cards, featuring photographs
of Mr. Henderson's birds, are being
sold in the state by the hundreds.
This year he had bird carvings on
display at the State Fair in the
State Department booth. They were
(Continued on Page Floe)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELINO
Editors and Publishisrs
In A Riot There Are No Victors; Everybody Loses,
FBI Director Hoover Points Out To Law Officials
In A Riot There Are No Victors.
The losers include everybody — the
rioters, the victims, law enforcement,
the community, the State, and the Na-
tion.
Causes of riots can be counted by
the score. A study of the overall indi-
cates, however, that the widespread
violence in our country to some degree
is a direct outgrowth of the civil dis-
obedience movement. In recent years,
some leaders of dubious stature have
made a grandiose gesture of willfully
-violating laws they deem to be unjust.'
For the most part, these individuals,
although admittedly guilty of breaking
the law, have gone unpunished. Young
thugs and misguided teenagers, seeing
others defy authority and the courts
with impunity, have been led to be-
lieve that any crime under a banner of
complaints is justified. Consequently,
they ignore the law and roam through
their communities creating violence
and terror. Certainly, those who
espouse the theory of civil disobedience
and authorities who free guilty viola-
tors must share a portion of the blame
and responsibility for the turmoil in
our streets. It should be abundantly
clear that the doctrine of civil dis-
obedience is a doctrine of self-destruc-
tion.
Stern, decisive action is needed
when a street disturbance begins. Jus-
tice is not served when a growing
horde of vandals and looters is appeas-
ed and their pillage overlooked lest "a
show of force might provoke them to
greater violence." Quiescence does not
satisfy rioters. Procrastination or un-
certainty on the part of authorities de-
notes weakness or concession to a mob.
Thus, the offenders are. encouraged,
and their violence gains momentum.
A judicial self-appraisal by the
news media of their riot coverage
might also be in order. Some media
have already taken action in this re-
gard. There can be no quarrel with the
all-important role of keeping the public
informed as quickly and as completely
as possible. No one rightfully expects
riots to be played down or salient facts
withheld.
On the other hand, militant agita-
tors, hate-mongers, and publicity-
seeking rabblp rousers who incite riots
have no fear of overexposure. They
know that television, radio, and front-
page news stories are the best and
quickest means of getting their views
before the public. Thus, they seek at-
tention from the news media. In riot
reporting, objectivity and balance, al-
ways key factors of responsible journ-
alism, help expose distortion and re-
duce the special treatment of those
who advocate violence. Strict adher-
ence to high journalistic principles is a
valuable public service in matters af-
fecting public safety.
Many proposals have been ad-
vanced to help eliminate the causes of
riots. Just as there is no single cause,
there is no single remedy. I do know,
however, that the answer will not be
found in sociological remedies alone.
If our system of law is to survive, then
the law must be enforced. Those who
break the law, acting alone or in con-
cert, must be detected and arrested,
promptly prosecuted, and given pro-
per, substantial punishment. In halt-
ing riots and removing crime from our
Nation's streets, this should be the first
order of business.
John Edgar Hoover, Director
Educational Foundations
Can Be Tax-dodging, Too!
REPRESENTATIVE Wright Pat-
man, long an annoying gadfly for large
banks and multi-million dollar charit-
able trusts which give little to charity,
is turning his attention to personal tax-
exempt foundations.
Mr. Patman believes business and
professional men are using these foun-
dations as a gimmick to reduce their
income taxes.
His staff has found an Illinois
"foundation factory" that has helped
set up more than 800 nonprofit founda-
tions, admitting frankly that it is at-
tempting to mass produce tax dodgers.
The "foundation factory" has
spread into all 50 states, charging as
much as $14,000 for advice.
As an example, Mr. Patman's staff
found one Midwestern doctor whose
foundation collects his fees and pro-
vides him with a house, a car, a retire-
ment plan and insurance, all tax free.
The doctor's four children are attend-
ing college on grants from the founda-
tion.
Mr. Patman's House Small Busi-
ness Subcommittee starts hearings on
the subject October 30, and the early
evidence promises that they will be
highly interesting. It is unfortunate
that Congress is not as adept at plug-
ging tax loopholes as Mr. Patman is at
finding them.
— Nashville, Tennessee
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We're For Henry Ward
All The Way, 100 Percent
The State of Kentucky has been in
good, capable, progressive hands these
past eight years and today needs to
apologize to no one for its progress and
its standing among its neighbors. And
if it still has a "way to go" (what State
doesn't?), Governors Combs and
Breathitt moved it forward without
concern for personal enrichment, the
building of a personal political empire,
or a lot of pork-barrel practices that
cost money without advancing the wel-
fare of the State anywhere.
One of the key men behind the
scenes these eight years, and one of the
greatest workers we have ever known
is Henry Ward. . . and that's why we
are for him for Governor in the up-
coming race. Henry took a worn-out
system of state highways, reorganized
and expanded the program and
brought it up to where today it is
ranked in the top 10 in the Nation. He
is a top administrator, a top executive
and a top thinker.
Henry Ward is our kind of an ad-
ministrator of public affairs. He is
tough but he is fair; he is strictly anti
pork-barrel practices; he seeks to spend
every dollar in his budget for the max-
imum benefit of the job and NOT to
see how many friends and neighbors
he can put on the payroll; he has a tre-
mendous knowledge of detail and
memory for it. He has served longer as
Highway Commissioner than any other
man in Kentucky's history.
He isn't the kind of fellow that en-
joys basking in the limelight; like any
other successful administrator he's
rather timid and would rather stay be-
hind the scenes and get to work. He
says what he'll do, and then does as he
says. During his tenure as Commission-
er of Kentucky's huge spending pro-
gram there has been no scandal, no
pay-offs, no double dealing.
Henry Ward will make Kentucky
one of its best Governors ever . . . and
The News endorses him without reser-
vation. Look at his proven record. We
don't know what his "majority" of the
vote may be, but we hope it is tre-
mendous.
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It ain't the failure he may meet
That keeps a man from winnin'
It's the discouragement complete
That blocks a new beginnin':
You want to quit your habits bad
And, when the shadows flittin'
Make life seem worthless an' sad,
You want to quit your quittin'!
You want to quit a-layin' down
An' sayin' hope is over,
Because the fields are bare an' brown
Where once we lived in clover.
When jolted from the water cart
It's painful to be hittin'
The earth; but make another start,
Cheer up, an' quit your quittin'!
Although the game seems rather stiff
Don't be a doleful doubter;
There's always one more innin' if
You're not a down-and-outer.
But fortune's pretty sure to flee
From folks content with sittin'
Around an' saying' life's N. G.
You've got to quit your quittin'.
FULTON'S
l_filbrwry COUTBST
By Brenda Rowlett
Biography like history is based
on documented facts. No liberties
may be taken with these facts; no
flights of fancy are permissible.
The biographer begins by assembl-
ing all the documents and examin-
ing all the evidence. But the mod-
ern biographer feels that he should
not give his accumulated research
to the reader in its endless and of-
ten trivial details,. He must choose
those which he thinks will most
truly reveal the man as the author
has come to know him. It is in this
matter of selection and organization
that the biography ceases to be
purely history and becomes a work
of art. For the author, through his
reading of all the sources and his
weighing of all the evidence, grad-
ually develops a theme. Around
this theme he organizes the facts
so that they not only reveal the man
as he has come to see him but give
unity to that life and to the book.
Now that we know how biograph-
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era go about writing a biography
let's examine a few that may be
found at your library.
I WILL TRY by Legson Kayira.
It was a fellow student at the Liv-
ingstonia mission school in Nyasa-
land who had first given Legson
Kayria the notion that he might
learn more about his world in
America. The student had told him
about Abraham Lincoln—"He was
born a very poor man . . . But he
had faith in God and in himself, and
see what he did!" Legson learned
about Abraham Lincoln, and he de-
cided that he too could rise above
the poverty of his boyhood to do
something worthwhile for his fam-
ily and his people. He would travel
to America, get an America educa-
tion, and then return to work for
the betterment of his country in
'whatever way he knew how. So he
set out on foot—without a passport
or a good idea of how to get one—
for the United States. Armed with a
October 21, 1947
George Burnette will represent Fulton in the All-
American Jersey Show being held at the state fair-
grounds in Columbus, Ohio, under the sponsorship of
the American Jersey Cattle Club. His entry will be in
the 4-H Future Farmer members in the junior division.
Joe Williams, of Fulton, has been elected treasurer
of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity of Vanderbilt
University, it was announced this week. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde P. Williams, Sr., and is a senior in
the College of Arts and Science at Vanderbilt.
Fulton's new Memorial stadium will be officially
dedicated and turned over to the Fulton school board
tonight. The stadium, a civic development of the Fulton
Lion's Club, is one of the best lighted fields in the mid-
west, according to officials. It was used for the first time
for this year's football season and will be dedicated to the
memory of Fulton's war dead.
HELLO WORLD: R. Paul Westpheling III, was
born in Haws Memorial Hospital October 23 at 8:30
a. m. to Johanna and Paul Westpheling.
Miss Martha Jane Roberts, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Roberts of Fulton, became the bride of Rob-
ert F. McKnight, son of Mrs. F. K. McKnight of Reno,
Nevada, Wednesday, October 15 in a beautiful cere-
mony performed in the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with Rev. W. R. Reid officiating. Miss Mary
Frances Roberts attended her sister as maid of honor.
Max McKnight served his brother as best man and Hugh
Rushton and John Roland Harrison were ushers. Fol-
lowing the ceremony the bride and groom left for a
northern wedding trip, after which they will make their
home in Fulton.
Little Michael James Callihan was honored on his
fourth birthday Saturday with a party given by his
mother, Mrs. M. T. Callihan at their home on Green
Street. Nursery rhyme records were played and games
were enjoyed on the lawn, while coca-colas were served.
Bible, a copy of PILGRIM'S PRO-
GRESS, a cooking pot which he
wore on his head for protection
from the harsh African elements,
and the motto of the Livingstonia
mission school—I Will Try—sewn
across the front of his only shirt,
Legson made the 2500-mile journey
from Nyasaland (Malawi since July
1964) to Khartoum virtually without
funds, subsisting for days at a time
on a diet of wild bananas. And Leg.
son's faith and energy paid off Two
years and countless adventures
later, he was enrolled at Skagit Val-
ley Junior College, in Skagit Valley,
Washington. He completed that
school's two-year course, and is
now enrolled at the University of
Washington as a political science
major. I WILL TRY is an inspiring
story of personal adventure, con-
quest of danger and hazard, and a
testament of courageous and deter-
mined youth. The simple straight-
forwardness and irrestible charm of
Legson Kayira's- account makes it
one that can be read with pleasure
and profit by anyone who can read.
FOOTBALL AND THE SINGLE
MAN by Paul Hornung. Paul
Hornung is a bachelor; he likes
girls; he likes football; he likes a
good time (not necessarily in that
LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes expres-
sions from its readers. Such
Items mu_rt be signed but ,
name will be omitted from ;
publIcatIon If requested.
Dear Editor:
Once again the people of Ket:
lucky may look forward to an At-
torney General who will have the
safety and defense of the people and
their property as prime -concern.
The maintenance of law and order
is the only guide lines John B.
Breckinridge follows. In Breckin-
ridge, Kentucky has one of the bet
legal minds of all time seeking the.
Attorney Generalship of the Com-
monwealth.
Breckinridge, a graduate of the
University of Kentucky College of
Law, served in the General As-
sembly from 1956-1960. As Attorney
General from 1960 to INC he dis-
tinguished himself. in the Attorney
Generalship. He sought in his ad-
ministration to add to the Attorney
Generalship something more than
the role of a state secretary.
When he is elected this November
7. I'm sure Breckinridge will again
produce the same pace-setting ad-
ministration which made the nation
aware of his dynamic leadership.
Breckinridge is a member of the
(Continued on Page Seven)
order). Over the years he has been
one of the most colorful, most flarn-
.boyant personalities in the world of
sports. Nearly everything he has
touched has strengthened his "Gold-
en Boy" image. In high school he
was named the No. 1 football player
in the state of Kentucky. At Notre
Dame he was voted the Heisman
Trophy as the No. 1 college football
player in the country. With the
Green Ray Packers he was named
pro football's most valuable player
and he played on two championship
teams. The one crisis in his life
came in 1963 when he was suspend-
ed for one year for betting on foot-
ball games. In this refreshing can-
did, uninhibited autobiography, pro
football's Golden Boy looks the
reader right the eye and tells all
—about his year's suspension, about
his football. his "fiancees," his
scrapes - with coaches, his after-
hour activities .. . about the super-
charged life of a supercharged
football hero.
Stop by your library and check
out one of the above charming bio-
graphies or examine the shelves for
a biography of a person who pos-
sibly would be of more interest to
you.
The Hallowe'en motif was carried out in the decorations
and ice cream and cake were served to the gusts.
Mrs. J. D. Davis was hostess Tuesday to a bridge
luncheon complimenting her house guests, Mrs. E. E.
Ridderson of Chicago and Mrs. S. G. Russell of Okla-
homa City and the members of her club. A lovely lunch-
eon was served at one o'clock, followed by bridge
games. Mrs. Abe Jolly was high scorer and Mrs. T. K.
Russell was guest high. Mrs. Ridderson and Mrs. Russell
were presented guest gifts by the hostess.
Mrs. J. D. Davis and her guests, Mrs. E. E. Ridder-
son of Chicago and Mrs. S. G. Russell of Oklahoma City,
were complimented by a group of friends Wednesday.
They had lunch at the Strata Club in Martin. Those at-
tending were the honorees and Mesdames Abe Jolley,
J. E. Fall, Sr., T. M. Franklin, G. G. Bard and J. C.
Scruggs.
Mrs Elizabeth Shankle has announced the marriage
of her daughter, Marilyn Ann, to Mr. Walter 0. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Jones of Fulton. The wedding
was quietly solemnized Friday, October 17, in Mayfield,
with the Rev. S. G. Smith, pastor of the Calvary Meth-
odist Church, officiating. Immediately after the cere-
mony, Mr. and Mrs. Jones left for an unannounced wed-
ding trip.
Miss Blondie Buck, of Memphis, week-end guest of
Miss Mary Davis Weaks, was honored by Miss Donna
Pat Bragg Saturday night with a hot dog supper at Miss
Bragg's home on Park Avenue. Following the supper the
guests attended the Malco theater. Those attending were
the honoree, Mary Davis Weaks, Shirley Easly, Rosalyn
Bennett, Joan Bennett and the hostess. .
Latham: Some 100 or 125 fox hunters, with more
than 50 fox hounds, met at Homer Russ' last Friday eve-
ning for a big barbecue with all the trimmings. After the
feed, the crowd and dogs went to Horace Jones' farm for
the chase. A good time was enjoyed by both young and
old, ages ranging from 2 to 75 years, and both women
and men taking part in all activities.
Route Three: Tom Neumes and wife are getting
along nicely with their new home.
T. W. Weems is building his new house, which is to
be quite modern.
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett will move to their new
home near Mount Moriah Church this week end.
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
I have just come in the door af-
ter attending a luncheon given by
the American Foreign Service wo-
men in the John Quincy Adams and
Thomas Jefferson rooms of the
State Department. This was the
opening meeting of this excellent
organization whose membership is
open to the wives of Foreign Ser-
vice officers of the State Depart-
ment, the United States Informa-
tion Agency, and the Agency for
International Development. The
great state dining room was crowd-
ed to hear the guest of honor and
speaker, Vera Micheles Dean, a
graduate of Radcliff and Yale Law
School, and who has taught at New
York University and served on the
editorial staff of the Foreign Policy
Association. The head table includ-
ed Mrs. Rusk, wife of the Secretary
of State, Mrs. Gaud whose husband
is the head of AID, Mrs. Walt Ros-
tow. Mrs. William Fulbright of Ar-
kansas, and your Washington cor-
respondent who was invited by
Phyllis Macomber, the wife of the
Assistant Secretary of State for
Congressional Relations.
Mrs. Dean gave a very scholarly
talk entitled "West and Non-West:
A Look at the Future." She remind-
ed us that we are living in a time
when many nations, such as Com-
munist China, could reach the high-
est stages of technical development
while at the Sarni' time, the major-
ity of their people had to endure the
primitive ways in agriculture, edu-
cation and communications. These
multi-ages of the world represented
by the different levels of develop-
ment emphasize the rich nation -
000r nation economic problems. She
felt it essential that the United
States should neither return to its
pre-World War II isolationism or its
post-World War 11 over-helpfulness,
but that it should try to steer a bal-
anced middle course. I have men-
tioned only the central idea of Mrs.
Dean's speech which interested me
because of its common sense, as it
did the audience.
I was happy to meet so many
Kentucky wives whose husbands
are in government service, Many
came over to speak to me, and I
took all of their nametags telling
them I was going to mention them
in this article as sortie said their
families in Kentucky read my let-
ters. To my horror, they have all
slipped out of the sidepocket of my
bag! But, I remember a few of the
towns they came from—Maysville,
Danville, Louisville, Cynthiana, and
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Oct. 19, 20, 21
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 7:00
John Wayne, Kirk Douglas
The War Wagon
and at 9:00
James Carner, Melinda Mercouri
A Man Could Get Killed
Sunday, Monday, Oct. n, 23
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 7.00
Deborah Kerr, David Niven
Eye Of The Devil
and at 9:00
Elvis Presley, Shelley Fabares
Girl Happy
— CLOSED —
Tues., Wed., and Thurs.
1 HILTONDRai
Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70
MRS JOHN SHERMAN COOPER
Harlan.
Because of my experience as an
Ambassador's wife, I have the
greatest admiration for the wives of
the Foreign Service. Their role is
harder emotionally than that of
their husbands. They have to make
a home in country after country,
see about their children's education
in foreign lands, open and break up
their households again and again
when orders arrive, and always
with the responsibility of pay, pack,
and follow. They are constantly on
duty, for their attitude and conduct
is judged by others as representa-
tive of their country. They do their
best to raise their families,
usually young .children, often in
great physical danger with little to
protect them except the name of
the United States. A plaque in the
State Department records a long list
of Foreign Service officers who
were killed on duty. They and their
families, often unknown, sustain
and support us all over the world.
• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
Nice crowds attended services
Sunday at both Chapel Hill and
Johnson's Grove.
The many friends of Mrs. May
Roper are sorry to hear of her
death in Hillview Hospital, follow-
ing a stroke nearly three weeks_
ago. We and the community at
large extend deep sympathy to the
family.
Mrs. Jack Lowe is still in Hill-
view Hospital, but may get to come
home today (Monday).
Mrs. Ben Davis has returned
from Jackson, Tenn., after visiting
her sister, who was ill. Her sister
was able to come home with her
for a few days.
Rev. and Mrs. James Holt were
out Sunday afternoon, visiting the
sick and shut-ins,
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
October 20: Tony Beck, Cathy
Elliott, Ruth Milam; October 21!
Kenneth Crews; October 15:
Patrick Hyland, Norman White;
October 16: Mrs. Charles McMor-
ries, Mrs. Floyd Martin;
October 17: John Bowers, Terri
Van Doren, Mrs. Viola Toalson;
October 18: Polly Adams; October
19: Anita Sue Allen, Robert A.
Batts, J. E. Campbell, Marilyn
Lawson, Harry Reams,
Subscribe To The News
In St. Louis
THE
HILTON INN
IS A
HONEYMOON
HIDE-AWAY!
Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres . . . adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a com-
plimentary brunch for two ...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, et tor ad
Vance, private reservations. Hilton inn, P.3.
Box 6127 Lambert Field Brandt. It Lai&
Juniors Successful In
3rd Homecoming Contest
September 5 through September
18 the students of FHS worked sell-
ing magazines to elect their can-
didate for the honor of Homecom-
ing Queen. The annual magazine
drive is sponsored by the school to
gain funds for the Student Activity
Fund. The combined effort of all
the classes sold 630 magazine sub-
scriptions for a total of $2581.77.
The school netted from this sum
$974.05.
The nominees from each class
were elected by the football team
the Friday before the contest of-
ficially began. The candidates were
elected as follows: senior, Carolyn
Allen; junior, Tina Jolley; sopho-
more, Betty Tucker; freshman,
Becky Smith.
The results of the drive were not
known until September 19 when Mr.
Snider sent out the announcement of
the winner. Junior candidate, Tina
Jolley was elected queen with a
class total of $834.51. This year's
victory for the Junior Class made
it the third time this class has had
their candidate crowned queen.
Becky Smith, a freshman, was
elected first alternate to the queen
with $752.14. With a total of $599.47,
sophomore Betty Tucker cinched
the position of second alternate.
Senior candidate, Carolyn Allen,
was third alternate with a class
total of $398.98.
In the magazine drive individual
prizes were awarded for outstand-
ing salesmanship. Fifteen students
sold over ten subscriptions, qualify-
ing themselves for prizes ranging
from stuffed toys to cameras.
Eighty small stuffed animals were
presented to students selling a sub-
scripture to POST magazine. The
high salesmen were Carolyn Allen,
with $138 and Tina Jolley with $126.
• CAYCE NEWS
By Mies Clarke Sondes-ant
Mesdames Mary Cruce, J. C. Me-
nees, Sr., Effie Roper and Lurline
Cruse were Tuesday dinner guests
of Mrs. Keithley Cruce.
We are glad to welcome Mrs. Roy
Wade to Cayce. She has a new
trailer and has it on the lot behind
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Cruce, which she bought from
them. Welcome, Margaret!
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stayton's
new home is being built. We are
glad to see that they will soon be
back in Cayce. Their home was de-
stroyed by fire several weeks ago
and they are now living in Hick-
man.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Sloan were: ':r. and Mrs.
Roy Farmer of Princeton, Ky.,
Mrs. Ernest Stubblefield and son,
Lee Mack, of Union City, and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Sloan.
\ Mrs. Virginia Jones is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esche in
Memphis.
Mrs. Clara Carr, Mrs. Lurline
Cruce and Miss Clarice Bondurant
attended the Rush Creek Homemak-
ers Club at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Cardwell Wednesday.
The Cayce W. S. C. S. of the
Methodist Church met at the par-
sonage Wednesday evening with
Rev. and Mrs. Crump. Mrs. Clyde
Linder was the leader. A nice
crowd was present.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson had a
nice visit with relatives in Green-
way and Piggott, Ark., Sunday.
They visited the cemetery where
Mr. Simpson's people are buried.
We are glad Roy Croce is able to
be at home, after several weeks'
stay in the Fulton Hospital. He is
doing very well.
Mrs. Mary Cruce, Mrs. Lurline
Cruce and Clarice Bondurant were
in Union City Thursday afternom.
We are sorry to hear of the death
of E. C. Mosley, who passed away
Sunday. Evelyn and E. C. lived in
Cayce several years and had many
friends here, who will be grieved
to hear of his death. He was a
member of the Cayce Methodist
Church, where the funeral was held
Tuesday afternoon. We extend sym-
pathy to Evelyn, Eddie and Doro-
thy Sue and their families and
other relatives.
Hits That Fit
Stepping Out On Me — Lynn
Brady to Bill Smith
Dream Girl — Allyson Miller
Knock On Wood — Roma and Ray
Brown-eyed Girl — Kim Homra
to Deborah Hutchens
Midnight Hour — Poor Chemistry
Students
Getting Together — Becky Mitch-
ell to Eddie Williamson
Apples, Peaches, Pumpkin Pie —
Cafeteria 'Desserts
Light My Fire — Fulton City
Business District
Whiter Shade of Pale — Physics'
test results
Respect — Mr. Robertson
Fakin' It — Band Practice
Mercy, Mercy — Football team to
Coach Boehringer
Stay Away From Lightnin's Girl
— Jimmy King to Rodney Foster
Underclassmen
Elect Favorites
The 1967-68 class personalities
were chosen September 21.
Representing the junior class are
Cathy Hyland and David Jones.
Cathy Hyland, a member of the
Catholic Church, belongs to the Na-
tional Honor Society and the band.
She is also on the editorial staff of
THE KENNEL. David, a reporter
for THE KENNEL, is a member of
the Future Teachers of America,
the National Honor Society and
Quill and Scroll. He is a member of
the football team and attends the
Episcopal Church,
Karen Tress and David Moss
were selected from the sophomore
class. Karen, a member of FHA, is
a cheerleader and a reporter for
THE KENNEL. She attends the
Methodist Church and is active in
the Youth Fellowship. David is a
member of the First Baptist Church
and enjoys playing tennis.
Cindy Pewitt and Steve Erickson
are the freshmen representatives.
Cindy attends- the Cumberland
Presbyterian Churn in Water Val-
ley and is an FHA member. Steve,
a member of the football team is
an active member of the Methodist
Church and business manager of
the freshman class.
Murray Student Teacher In
Industrial Arts Department
James Newton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Newton, of South Fulton
is the first of many student teach-
ers who will do their practice teach-
ing at Fulton High School. He is
teaching Industrial Arts under the
direction of Mr. Robertson.
Mr. Newton is a senior at Murray
State University, majoring in In-
dustrial Arts. He will receive his
degree this next January.
It,
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EDDIE G. WILLIAMSON
Sports Spotlight
One of the reasons the Bulldogs
have had a desire to win this year
is because of senior Eddie G. Wil-
liams. The 510" 160 pound wing-
back has shown leadership and
great potential throughout the sea-
son-
Eddie has retained his remark-
able ability by playing both offense
and defense. On offense Eddie has
proven to be a hard and fast runner
plus a great pass receiver. As a
defensive end he is aggressive and
hart hitting. Eddie's double duty
performance will continue to be an
essential factor during the remain-
ing season.
Eddie, a three year letterman,
feels if the team keeps up the hard
work and spirit, it should finish
with a successful season.
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE 1 1 1
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WILDCAT BACKGROUND
BRIEFS
UK's Football Squad
Dicky Lyons could hardly wait for
football season to start, and some
of his golf opponents on Lexington's
Spring Valley and Tales Creek
courses probably felt the same.
The versatile University of Ken-
tucky tailback had so much.ber-
vous energy stored up that he as-
saulted the courses practically
every day. The end result: he start-
ed hitting the ball consistently and
accurately and during one round
shot a 70, two under par for the
Spring Valley course.
While he wasn't playing golf or
working out at the Sports Center,
Lyons worked at a summer job
with the Lexington Tire Co., where
he was instrumental in setting up
an advertising campaign involving
a live lion in a cage.
When kidded about the possibility
of giving up football for a golf or
advertising career, Lyons said,
"Not a chance. I started getting
nervous back in June; could
hardly wait for football to start."
The attitude is understandable to
coaches ,teammates and others
close to Lyons. The former Louis-
ville St. Xavier All-Star lives and
breathes the game. Wildcat coach
Charlie Bradshaw uses such super-
latives as "fantastic competitor"
"extremely combative" . .. "inspi-
rational" ... "a winner" .. . to de-
scribe the junior tailback.
Tom Slier, Knoxville News Sen-
tinel sports editor, writes in Street
and Smith's 1967 football college
yearbook:
"Charlie Bradshaw .. . places
great faith in a half-dozen sopho-
mores and Dicky Lyons, the elec-
trifying halfback who can play of-
fense and defense . . . Bradshaw
says flatly the defense, which yield-
ed 196 points in 1966, will be bet-
ter. But this time Lyons will be
on the scoring platoon either at tail-
back or fullback.
"Lyons is that rarity, a man whe
runs well from scrimmage or at
punt returns or as a pass-catching
flanker."
Lyons switched to tailback it
midseason last year after being
rated one of the best defensive corn-
erbacks in the Southeastern Confer-
ence.
He carried the ball 56 times for
177 yards and two touchdowns,
complete one of two passes for 75
yards, caught one pass for 10 yards,
punted five times for 208 yards
(41.6 average), returned 25 punts
for 419 yards (16.8) average, return-
ed 16 kickoffs for 267 yards, inter-
cepted two passes and returned
them 50 yards and scored 24 points.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
I). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem.
bens en duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332
You're Ahead if You Do it Now!
Get Your Southern States
Plant Food on NOW!
The facts favor fall fertilization. Look at all the advantages of putting down
your Southern States Plant Food now:
1. You "winterize" your forage crops
2. Soil compaction is reduced
3. Quick delivery is insured
4. No wet spring problems for you
5. You ease the work load at planting time
6. Corn yields are better when plant nutrients are plowed down
Now is the best time to fertilize your corn, small grains and pastures for
maximum yields and profits.
See Your
Southern States Cooperative Agency
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It's "Open House" At The Robeys
For Golden Anniversary Sunday
Mr. and 'Mrs. Vernon Robey will celebrate their
golden anniversary with an open house on Sunday Oc
to-
ber 22, at their home on Wells Ave. between two a
nd
four P. M. All friends and relatives are invited.
The Robeys were married October 21, 1917 at th
e
home of J. L. Crockett in South Fulton, Tenn. Their
 only
attendants were Miss Bertie Heath and Kelly Herr
on.
The couple has one son, James 0. Robey and tw
o
grandchildren David and Mark Robey all of South
 Ful-
ton, Tenn.
Deaths
Loyd Wilds
Loyd Wilds died Sunday. October
15, in the Baptist Hospital in Mem-
phis, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held in the
Water Valley Pentecastal Church
Tuesday afternoon, October 17, with
Brother Wayne Owens and Brother
James Holt officiating. Burial was
in Oak Grove Cemetery, with ar-
rangements in charge of Jackson
Funeral Home of Dukedom.
Mr. Wilds, 70, was a well-known
farmer of Dukedom. He was a na-
tive of Cayce, and was a member
of the Pentecostal Tabernacle
Church at Water Valley.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Novella Wilds; two sons, Joe and
Jimmy Wilds of Dukedom; two
daughters, Mrs. Marie Wade of
Water Valley and Mrs. Margaret
Holt of Route 4, Dresden, and seven
grandchildren.
Mrs. Myrtle B. Walch
Funeral services for Mrs. Myrtle
B. Watch were held Tuesday, Octo-
ber 17, in Whitnel Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Ernest Overstreet
officiating. Burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery.
Mrs. Watch, 85, died in }jaws
Memorial Nursing Home 7,aturday,
October 14, following an extended
illness.
She was born in Obion County,
the daughter of the late Billy and
Elizabeth Vance Green. She was a
retired Southern Bell telephone
operator and was a member of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Her husband, Roy M. Walch, died in
1954.
Surviving are one son, Elmer
Watch of Fulton; one brother A. W.
Green, Sr., Route 2, Fulton; one
Ialf-brother, E. 0. Vance of Dyers-
burg, and several nieces and neph-
ews.
Harry E. Shupe
Harry Eugene Shupe died in the
Fulton Hospital Sunday, October 15,
following a long illness.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day afternoon, October 17, in Whit-
nel Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. James W. Best, pastor of the
First Baptist Church officiating.
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mr. Shupe, 86, was born in Pick-
wick County, Ohio, the son of the
late Daniel A. and Elizabeth Spang-
ler Shupe. His wife preceded him in
death in July 1965.
He was a retired employee of the
Illinois Central Railroad, having
been retired 23 years, and was a
member of the First Baptist Church
in Fulton.
Surviving are one son, Harry
Whayne Shupe of Memphis; two
daughters, Mrs. Allen 0. Shelton of
Champaign, fli., and Mrs. Fred
Oldenburg of Detroit; one sister,
Mrs. Grace Griffin of Union City,
nine grandchildren and eight great
grandchildren.
Mrs. Mary Roper
Mrs. Mary Hendley - Averitt
Roper died on Thursday, October
12, in Hillview Hospital.
Funeral services were held Sat-
urday, October 14, in Whitnel Fun-
eral Home chapel, with Rev. L. E.
Smithmier officiating. Burial was
in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Roper, 83, of Route 2, Ful-
ton, was born in Graves County,
Ky., the daughter of the late Steph-
en G. and Mary Ann Dawes Aver-
itt. She was the widow of Abner L.
Roper, who died in 1961. She was
a member of Chapel Hill Methodist
Church.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Omer Smith of Fulton; one son,
Paul Roper of Louisville; two
grandchildren, five great-grand-
children, several nieces and
nephews and several cousins.
James Grubbs
James Grubbs died suddenly
Monday, October 16, in Berwin, Ill.,
a suburb of Chicago, as the result
of a heart attack.
At press time funeral arrange-
ments are incompelte, pending ar-
rival of the body this morning.
Burial will be in Matheny's Grove,
near Palmersville, and Hornbeak
Funeral Home is in charge of ar-
rangements.
Surviving are his mother; his
wife, the former Mary Nell Wright;
two children, seven brothers and
sisters, all living in the Chicago
area.
Also surviving, in this area, are
two aunts, Mrs. Maggie Grubbs of
Palmersville and Mrs. Celia Work-
man of Martin, and five cousins,
Carnell and Lonzo Wilson of Ful-
ton; Claude and Reuben Grubbs
and Ella Mansfield of Palmersville.
E. C. Mosley
Edwin Cross Mosley died sudden-
ly Sunday morning, October 15. He
was stricken with a heart attack at
his home on West Paducah Street
in South Fulton and was rushed to
Fulton Hospital, where he was pro-
nounced dead on arrival.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, October 17, in the Cayce Meth-
odist Church, of which he was a
member, with Rev. J. It. Crump of-
ficiating. Burial was in Cayce
Cemetery, with Whitnel Funeral
Home in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Mosley, 57, was born in Ful-
ton County, the son of the late E. C.
and Johnnie Prather Thomas Mos-
ley. He was an employee of Pepsi-
Cola Bottling Company, having
been employed with that company
for twenty years.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Evelyn Mosley; one son, Eddie
Mosley of South Fulton; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. J. P. Greer of Fulton;
one brother, Thomas W. Mosley of
Port Huron, Mich.; two sisters,
Mrs. Lyle Garrison of Union City
and Mrs Holdin Roberts of Troy,
Tenn., and four grandchildren.
Mrs. Ronald Waggoner Mrs. Pat Snow
Funeral services for Mrs. Ronald
Waggoner were held on October 12
in Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home chapel in Clinton, with Rev.
James Garland officiating. Burial
was in Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Waggoner, the former Pris-
cilla Kay Vaughn, was the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vaughn of
Columbus, Ky. She resided in Indi-
anapolis and was enroute to visit
her parents when she was fatally
injured in a crash involving her
automobile and a truck, seven
miles n )rth of Evansville, Indiana,
Tuesday morning, October 10. She
was accompanied by her son, who
escaped injury. The driver of the
truck also was not injured.
In addition to h2r husband, her
son and her parents, she is survived
by two brothers, Sammy Vaughn of
Columbus and Jimmy Vaughn of
Paducah.
MOON SELLS ANGUS
Charles Moon, Fulton, recently
sold an Aberdeen-Angus bull to
Day Dixon, Water Valley, Ken-
tucky.
Funeral services for Mrs. Pat
Snow were held Monday, October
16, in Whitnel Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Ray Jackson of-
ficiating. Burial was in Rock
Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Snow, 67, died Sunday, Oc-
tober 15, at her home on Route 1,
Fulton.
She was born in Fulton County,
the former Dolly Mae Veatch,
daughter of the late Robert and
Ella Moore Veatch.
She is survived by her husband
and several nieces, nephews and
cousins.
Mrs. Belle Jackson
Mrs. Belle Jackson of Clinton,
died Sunday, October 15, in the
Clitnon-Hickman County Hospital.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, October 17, in the Milner Fun-
eral Home at Arlington.
Mrs. Jackson, 96, was the aunt of
Mrs. Harry House and Mrs. Guy
Gingles and was well-known in Ful-
ton, having made her home with
Mrs. House for several years.
NANCY KAY DOLL
Engagement Of Nan cy Kay Doll To
Lt. Robert Duncan Bushart Announced
Major and Mrs. Edwin N. Doll, II, of Yukon Harbnr,
Port Orchard, Washington, announce the en
gagenient
of their daughter, Nancy Kay, to Lt. Rober
t Duncan
Bushart, son of Dr. Glynn F. Bushart of Ful
ton, Ken-
tucky and Mrs. Leonora A. Bushart of Hickm
an, Ken-
tucky.
The bride-to-be attended Visitatur
Villa, graduated from St. Leo's
High School for Girls, attended
Sophia University in Tokyo, Japan,
Cayce WSCS Meets
With Mrs. Crump
The Cayce Woman's Society of
Christian Service met with Mrs.
Robert Crump, with eighteen mem-
bers and one visitor present.
Mrs. Clyde Linder called the
meeting to order with prayer and
she also gave the devotion. The
program, "Whether The Methodist
Church," was given by Mrs. Clyde
Linder, Mrs. Charles Linder, Mrs.
Wilson Fowler and Mrs. Chester
Wade. Mrs. Clyde Linder gave the
reading, "Soft Soap," and also
gave the first part of the book,
"That The World 7:ay Believe."
At the business meeting plans for
the chili supper and the harvest
sale on October 27, beginning at
5:30 p. m., were discussed. Plans
were also discussed for the Week
of Prayer on October 29, beginning
at six o'clock.
The benediction was by Mrs. Rob-
ert Crump.
VISITORS!
Mrs. W. H. Wallace and Mrs.
Elsie Jordan of Memphis are visit-
ing friends and relatives in Fulton
and Paducah.
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher.
Exchange Furniture Co.
HELP WANTED MALE OR FE-
MALE: WANTED AT ONCE-Deal-
er to supply consumers with Raw-
leigh Products in Fulton Co. or City
of Fulton. Experience unnecessary.
Write Rawleigh, Dept. KYJ-1071-80,
Freeport, Ill.
St. Gregory's College, Oklahoma
and graduated from St. Joseph's
School of Radiological Technology,
Tacoma. Washington. She presently
is on the staff at Mary Bridge's
Children's Hospital, Tacoma, Wash-
ington and is a member of Wash-
ington State Society of X-ray Tech-
nicians and the American Registry
of Radiological Technologists.
Lt. Bushart graduated from Ful-
Tony Santos Back
To Visit Taylors
Antonio ("Tony") Santos, 26-
year old native of the Phillippines,
returned Sunday for an additional
10-day visit at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Taylor in the Crutchfield
community. "Tony", an IFYE stu-
dent, was a guest in the Taylor
home earlier in the summer, going
from here to Iowa, Nebraska and
then Canada.
He elected to return to Fulton
County on his 10-day "free-time" al-
lowance before returning to his
home in the southern Philiippines.
•
ton High School, attended the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, where he was
a member of Phi Sigma Kappa
Fraternity, and Murray State Uni-
versity, from where he received his
B. S. degree in chemistry. Lt. Bus-
hart is presently serving with the
32nd Artillery Division in Vietnam.
The date for the wedding is in-
definite, pending Lt. Bushart's per-
manent return from Vietnam.
MISS DOLL ARRIVES
Miss Nancy Doll of Port Orchard.
Washington, fiancee of 1st Lt. Rob-
ert Duncan Bushart, arrived last
night (Wednesday) for a visit with
Lt. Bushart and his family, Dr.
and Mrs. Glynn F. Bushart and
Gail.
NAMED SECRETARY
Shirley Bard, Route 2, Water
Valley, has been elected secretary
of Alpha Delta Pi, a new social
sorority at Murray State Univer-
sity. Miss Bard, a junior, is major-
ing in elementary education and
minoring in home economics.
WEEK IN NEW YORK
Mrs. D. K. Galtney of Corinth,
Miss., and Miss Gertrude Murphey
will join a group leaving Memphis
by jet Monday for a "Theatre
Tour" to New York City. They will
spend one week in New York and
will attend the latest shows on
Broadway.
Was it fate that made
Yellowstone Kentucky
No.lBourbon?
No. It was taste.
So even though Yellowstone's 90 PROOF
fairly expensive, try this 1
 
beautiful Bourbon tonight. ) 53 ) 33 OT 'OPT4 
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 
Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co. Louisville. Kentu
cky.
NOTEBOOK-
(Contimmd From Pogo One)
other Kentuckians, besides myself. On
e of them is
India Miller Watterson from Harlan, w
ho was Ruth
Louise Butts' room-mate when they 
both attended
the University of Tennessee. India was 
India Miller
then. She is working on her master's degr
ee in his-
tory and sits next to me in that class. Ind
ia's mother
has been quite ill,-so India has been abse
nt on some
week-ends. I have been writing my notes s
o she can
review them when she gets back on Monday.
 She
did the same for me when I was home fo
r Banana
Festival week.
Eugene Harold from Mayfield "covered" for
me in my American History class last Saturd
ay
while I was in Fulton.
Today I was happily surprised to learn in a very
pleasant conversation with K. C. Potter, assistant
dean of Vanderbilt University, that we were "ol
d
friends." Dean Potter is from Paintsville, Ky. He
told me he remembered quite well when I was cam-
paigning in the mountain area for Bert Combs. You
see, Dean Potter's mother is very active in Republi
-
can political circles, so it is natural that she and he
would remember a state-wide campaign-as vigorous
and interesting as was the one in the Fall of 1959.
It was necessary for me to seek some assistance
from Dean Potter's office, so you know how won-
derful it was for me to hear him say: "You know I'll
do everything I can for a fellow Kentuckian." And
if you don't think that's music to an old-lady-college
student, you'd better believe it is.
At the Vanderbilt University Book Store
there's a very pleasant and friendly little lassie who
extended the warm hand of friendship right away.
We are now on a first name, friendly basis,
which didn't take long to get into motion.
Know why? Her name is Bobbi Hawks. She is
formerly from Union City. If ever I feel a creeping
pang of home-sickness coming on after my classes
are over, I just saunter over to the book-store and in
Just a few minutes I hear that "Hi, Jo," and the feel-
ing is all gone.
Also in Nashville from Union City is Mrs. Jim
(Iva) McGee, • who is in the ready-to-wear
department of the exclusive Rich-Schwartz ladies'
shop here. Iva and her late husband Jim (who
drowned on a fishing trip to Reelfoot Lake) former-
ly owned Morgan-Verhine Department Store in
Union City.
Another one of my classmates in a course on
State and Local Governments is Jim Reed of May-
field, who is Commonwealth Attorney Tip Reed's
son of Mayfield. Tip has another son in school here
at Vanderbilt.
There are others around me from dear ole
Kaintuck, but I must close for now. I must get all of
my required reading done before this week-end, be-
cause I have a special treat in store for me.
R. Paul, my favorite son is going to fly to Nash-
ville from Louisville Friday to spend his twentieth
birthday with me. Since I have classes on Saturday,
which I absolutely cannot cut again, I must be here
for them. But even more significant than that is the
fact that my son is going to sit in on these Saturday
classes with me.
He is also taking history and political science,
so in addition to celebrating a very important event
in his life, and mine too, we are going to share our
all-consuming interest together for many pleasant
hours.
Too bad that the whole family can't be here.
Maybe we'll try to work that out between now and
then, but until we do, I am looking forward with a
ferocious pleasure to the time when I meet R. Paul
at the plane, . . . a young fellow who will leave his
teen-age years behind on October 23 and assume the
responsibilities that come with the beginning of the
third decade of his life.
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mlHeadquarters for The TOUGH
 BREED OF. TIRES!
CHARLIE SCATES TIRE SERVICL
Highway 51, North Fulton, Ky.
PHONE 472-3531
Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON-THE-FARM
TIRE SERVICE!
•41-0,
Ines Ix vouritire on the spot
DON'T LOSE VALUABLE WORKING TIMEf
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FHS Announces
First 6-Week
Honor Roll
The Fulton High School honor
roll for the first six weeks, is as
follows:
Seniors, sponsored by Mrs. Ben-
nett and Mr. Milner - Ruth Ann
Burnette, Carrie Campbell, Rita
Craven, David Dunn, Carol Heidi-
cock, Joe Hoodenpyle, Cynthia
llomra, Charles LaDon Notes, Max
Omar, Patsy Ray Jane Sublette,
James Treas, Joyce Tucker;
Juniors, sponsored by Mrs. John-
son and Mr. Bushart - Rita Adams,
Dee Fields, Robert Stanley Scales,
Jerry Grover Dallas, Avery Han-
cock, William James McCarthy,
Donna Wall, Debbie Wheeler;
Sophomores, sponsored by Mrs.
Cardwell and Mrs. Gathers - Sheila
Barron, Jan Dumas, Kim Homra,
David Moss, Karen Rice, Faye
Ruddle, James Pawlukiewicz,
Vickie Vowell;
Freshmen, sponsored by Mrs.
DeMyer and Mr. Robertson - Steve
Erickson, Mike Fenwick, Danny
Glasgo, Ann Mahan, Paula Meketi,
Allyson Miller, Bob Nanney, Lou-
ella Puckett, Becky Smith, Mike
Tate. Tommy Taylor, Marci Toal-
son, Kathy Wheeler. Janet William-
son.
Students making all A's: Seniors
- David Dunn, James Treas, Joyce
Tucker: Juniors - Rita Adams,
Avery Hancock: Sophomores -
Karen Rice; Freshmen Mike Tate.
DANCE CANCELLED -
A Halloween dance scheduled forthe Fulton Country Club Saturdayhas been cancelled due to insuffici-
ent reservations. In its place will be
a pot-luck steam supper beginning
at 6:30 p. m.
HOLLAND NAMED
W. L. Holland. recently-retired
Superintendent of the Fulton City
school system, has been named
President of the First District
Teachers Retirement Association.
COAL
Alabama
Kentucky lump
Stoker
City Coal Company
472-1150
•
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on W 'nesday,
October 18:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Wayne Boyd, Sam Hills, Mrs.
Harold Beard, Mrs. James Legate,
Mrs. Margaret Conley, Mrs. Alline
Williams, Fulton; Mrs. Dave Win-
frey, Mrs. Raymond Brockwell,
Mrs. Jack Lowe, South Fulton;
Sam Weddington, Mrs. Finis
Mobbs, Union City; Mrs. Frances
Pearce, Wingo; Forrest George,
Cadiz; Fred Elliott, Clinton; Ro-
land Adams, Hickman; Mrs. Loyd
Henderson, Crutchfield; Gregory
Via, Water Valley; George Terrell,
Route 3, Martin.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Gene Howard, Mrs. Mace Mc-
Dade, Mrs. Lola Howard, Mrs. Ima
Phelps, J. R. Maddox, Fulton; W.
L. Carter, Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Mrs.
Gwen Harrison, Thomas Norris,
Mrs. Alva Morris, Mrs. Clella
Fields, Mrs, Margaret McGuire,
South Fulton; Mrs. Callie Walker,
JUBIE HENDERSON—
(CoMInued Pram Palm 0•)
also featured on the Kentucky
Guild Train, which was in Fulton
during this year's Banana Festival.
Just a few weeks ago Mr. Hen-
derson was honored when he was
one of 50 artists whose works were
selected to hang in the state capitol
rotunda in the first capitol exhibi-
tion. The works were selected by a
committee headed by Edward Bry-
ant, the new director of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky Art Gallery. An-
other Fultonian, Mary Boyd, also
had a painting chosen to hang in
the capitol exhibit. The paintings
will be in the rotunda until Novem-
ber 11.
Peggy Scott Hussey, a former
Fultonian arid artist now living in
Oklahoma, talked to Mr. Hender-
son when she was here for the Ba-
nana Festival to exhibit a group of
her miniatures. Mrs. Hussey want-
ed to take some of his work to a
gallery in Texas, but Mr. Hender-
son declined, because he felt that
he didn't have enough on hand to
send back with her.
Not only is Mr. Henderson able
to paint and carve birds, but he is
very knowledgeable on the subject
and can tell you something about
any bird you might mention. One
bit of information I found partic-
ularly interesting was that scient-
ests with all their knowledge today
still have been unable to discover
.where the chimney-sweeps spend
the winter.
Mr. Henderson is modest and
very unassuming about his vvork,
and says that he enjoys painting
and carving equally well. You can
tell, without anything being said,
that Mrs. Henderson takes a great
amount of pride in her husband's
work.
The Hendersons are the parents
of 5 children, 4 boys and 1 girl.
Three of the boys are in service.
There are five grandchildren.
If you're one of the many people
that are sorry they missed out on
getting an original Ray Harm be-
fore he became so popular and the
prices of his work rose, don't miss
out a second time. Jubie Hender-
son's star is bound to rise, and an
original is as near as the Fulton
city limits.
A true bourbon
of Hiram Walker
quality at a
welcome
price...
Hiram Walke6
Ten High
Sip it slow and easy. Enjoy 86 proof
straight Bourbon whiskey as only
Hiram Walker can make it. Enjoy
getting an excellent value, too!
Your best bourbon buy
$4.15 $2.65
4/5 QT. I PINT
16•"'
86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BONDHIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA, ILL
•
•
Stephen Walker, Fred Ward, Alzo
Hicks, Route 1, Fulton; Gary
Fields, John Barber,ialoute 4, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Hattie Anderson, Route
5, Fulton; Wes Jones, Hickman
Route; John Peeler, Route 1, Hick-
man; Leon Grissom, Mrs. Nora
Iluss, Mrs. John Hutson, Route 1,
Wingo; Mrs. Myrtle Fields, Mrs.
Stella Jackson, Route 2, Wingo;
Mrs. Eva McKenzie, Water Valley;
Mrs. Marcella Hancock, Mack
Brown, Route 1, Water Valley; Jes-
sie Butler, Route 2, Water Valley;
Robert Claud, Vernita Spraggs,
Mrs. Arthur Bugg, Clinton; Mrs.
Lena Myatt, Route 4, Clinton; Mrs.
Gladys Evans, Route 1, Crutchfield;
Dow Gilliaum, John Smoot, Duke-
dom; Mrs. Patsy Brundige, Route
-3, Martin; Clyde Cashon, Toledo,
MEET IN LOUISVILLE
Over 1800 delegates, guests and
retail personnel from a five-state
area are expected to attend the
44th Annual Stockholders Meeting
of Southern States Cooperative
scheduled to be held at Convention
Center in Louisville, Kentucky, Oc-
tober 31-November 1.
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Adding Offices
A two-story brick addition to the
Kentucky Department of Economic
Security district office building al
Hazard is under construction. The
work, to co-,t snout 8220,500, wrIltake a'•totil six months.
DID YOU KNOW THAT—
In mountainous Guatelp-la two-
, , • oeJpIe 10,e more the'
  • e sea level the Nat says.
'Iscribe To The News
,we care
ex cares
if I* blueberries our
Nide* pie are 'Rile
Some people may not care...but we care.
Your grandmother's classic blueberry pies
were baked with juicy, wed berries,
not with today's pulpier, cultivated ones.,
So, we're stubborn.
Only wild berries get into our Jane Parker Blueberry Plea.
In fact, we care so much about such things,
we've made just one big change in the classic recipe.
We bake only wild berries that are U.S. Grade Al
We've been in the baking business for 50 years.
And that's the way we are about all our baking.
lb celebrate our golden anniversary as bakers,
this week, we're featuring Jane Parker Blueberry Pie
at a price that's as wild as the berries.. ,49ç.
If you want proof that caring this much counts,
try aJane Parker Blueberry Pie this week.
MS=1111140
, (SAYE 164)
CCMYRIGHT 5 1967. THE GREAT ATLANTIC a PACIFIC TEA CO. INC.
Jane Parker Baked Foods!
ANNIY SART SPECIAL,
B • terry Pie
49
Potato Bread(
4 14-"v" 99C
Cake Donuts
Sugar Golden gri /14
Cinnamin 
Doz. L.)
Raisin Bread
1.Lb. Loaf 29t(Save 44)
SUPER RIGHT SEMI-BONELESS U.S.D.A. FRESH WHOLE
HAMS
FULLY COOKED
WHOLE OR
HALF
LB.
With No Center Slices Removed
FRYERS
(COT-UP)
OR
SPLIT
LB. 31t
LB.
No Limit None Sold To Diaillera
1/4 Pork Loin Sliced into Chops P3' 69c
USDA. Whole Legs With Thigh Attached 59cChicken Parts Whole Breast With Rib Attached Lb. 
Sliced Bacon Allgood 1-Lb. Pkg. 694  2 '4129
RED FLAME
Tokay
Grapes
Les 39c
RED ROME
Apples
4 BAG 49 t
U.S #1 WHITE
Potatoes
2 OBLABG.8 9
A REAL YALUEI
Bananas
LB. 11C
Praise Soap
2 Bath Bws 39c
Phase III Soap
2 " Bari 37c
Lax Soap
3 Rie:.F.Bakars 33c
Advanced all
20-LB. 
'447BOX
Fluffy all
3-LB. sox 79c
Dishwasher all
20-0Z. A3
BOX "Ir
108th Anniversary Sale! Gala Savings on Fine Groceries!
MEDDOLAND
Elberta
Freestone Peaches
3 $1100CANS
IRREGULAR PIECES
Mars Candy Bars
JUNIOR SIZE
MILKY WAY
3 MUSKETEERS
SNICKERS
31 PIECES IN
HALLOWEN
BAG 59t
16aFree
S.
mpoor-ivrifttfiumplo
„
‘41-.
64 tea bags in allt
when you buy 48
OUR OWN TEA BAGS
at regular price! 59C
AAP Tees prove tine tea needn't be expens'vet
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. OCT. 21
New 97% Caffein Free
A&P Coffee 1u-can 87c
ASP Soft
OSaytheertiBprTanod8is over 39Margarine 1.Lb. Pkg
Marvel
APlannti-Freeze Wren". C" 
 Si 581 
39
Wfli0 Bird 
See&ation 
I 39C
'ding Peaches 11°b‘z  29C
Ot OFF
JOY
LIQUID
DETERGENT
*22 OZ.46#
BOT. Y
FREE 25 PIECE
LEGO TOY
When You Buy Giant Site Oxydol
Plus Mail.ln For 74 Piece Lego Toy
Details Inside Box of
OXYDOL
DETERGENT
3-LB.
1-0Z. 79c
BOX
CHARM
Cake Mixes
4 VARIETIES 10,
9-0Z. BOX
3 VARIETIES OF FROSTINGS
Duncan Hines
DELUXE CAKE MIXES
"Party Cake
Recipes"
Free At All A&P's
(SAVE 15t)
SOLD
ONLY
AT A.11
2 1815Or.Boxes65C
lita&O)t)ifkatt#118-SALE PRIcn
DELUXE SHEIM 160 gauge 15 2 PRI.
denier/. Si.,, al/2.11. Full-foil'- $.99
mood with mil seam.
STRETCH SHEERS (60 gouge IS 2 pairs
denier). Pow., Regular, Toll. Full- $1.29
fashioned seals self mom.
SEAMLESS SHEERS (400 needle 2 pairs
15 denier/. Sims, • 8/7-11. 14 $I Ala
ploineftch mei micro-mesh styles. ..61
lieel a r' toe reinforced.
Scotties
FACIAL TISSUE
200 Ct. 0 ik
wir Boxes ......\ U Y
• Hudson
TABLE NAPKINS
4t Boxes
''''' 32"0c1 89t
Hudson
FACIAL TISSUESave 4-89C9i ii .,...
Sta-Puff
,y1,11,N DRY ,/,1(11,N,5
 
0E,
•A45C 83C
Sta-Flo
SPRAY STARCH
22-0I. 65C
CAN
Diaper Sweet
DIAPER WASH
1'/2 LB. 1Cd.
sox v./ye,
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey !triable
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday
at the morning and evening ser-
vices. Messengers from here last
week to the Weakley County Bap-
tist Association were Mrs. Burnett
Lintz and Mrs. James McClure, Sr.
I would like to correct an error
in last week's news letter which
stated Mr. and Mrs. Grover True
had celebrated their 29th wedding
anniversary. It should have read,
"there 59th anniversary." Beg
pardon, please.
Grant Bynum is doing nicely and
able to be outside some the past
week.
No improvement in the condition
of Henry McBee, who has been
very sick for several months. He is
the father of Mrs. Roy Vincent. We
hope to have a better report from
he aged citizen soon. •
Dave Mathis, of this village, was
'n Dresden Saturday for a check-
up by his family physician, Dr.
Wilson, and had some X-rays
inade. He remains about the same.
We extend profound sympathy to
the family of John Davis, who have
received word from Vietnam that
he was killed on duty in the war
zone. His body will arrive in a few
Jays, near Palmersville, where the
young man lived before entering
the service. He is a graduate of
Palmersville High.
Miss Maud Sisson and Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison Austin, of New
Salem Baptist Church, attended the
Weakley County Baptist Associa-
tion that met with Central Baptist
Church in Martin the past week, on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
All friends extend sympathy to
the family of Loyd Wilds, who pass-
ed away in Memphis the past Sun-
day. Funeral services were held
Tuesday, with burial also that day.
Jackson Funeral Home in Dukedom
has charge of all the arrangements.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
WITH U. S. COMBAT AIR
FORCES, Vietnam-Airman First
Class Royce G. Holly, son of Mr.
and Mrs. L. F. Holly of Rt. 1,
Crutchfield, Ky., is on duty at Binh
Thuy AB, Vietnam.
Airman Holly, a flight equipment
specialist, is a member of the Pa-
cific Air Forces. Before his arrival
in Vietnam. he was assigned to the
341st Strategic Missile Wing at.
Malmstrom AFB, Mont.
The airman is a graduate of Ful-
ton County high School, Hickman,
Ky.
His wife, Toni, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. McArthur
of 1516 Eighth Ave. N, Great Falls,
Mont.
DA NANG, VIETNAM, Oct. 10-
Marine Corporal C. L. Walker, son
of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Walker of
Route 1, Water Valley, Ky., was
aWarded his first Good Conduct
Medal while serving with the First
Marine Aircraft Wing in the Repub-
lic of Vietnam.
This medal is awarded for dem-
onstrating high achievement in
conduct and proficiency in rank
during three years of continuous
active service.
The First Marine Aircraft Wing
form the air element of the Marine
Corps air-ground team and pro-
vides close air support for Marines
on the ground conducting search
and destroy missions against the
enemy in South Vietnam.
NEW ENGINEER BUILDING
The College of Engineering at the
University of Kentucky is housed
in Anderson Hall, an eight-story
modern building completed in 1966,
at the outer edge of a two-story
quadrangle complex.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Couple
5. Collection
8. Ova
12. Attempt
14 -Knox
15. Counted
16. Pronounce
17. Kindle
18. Referees
20. Babylonian
god
21. Final
22. Wily
23. Girl's name
24. Concerned
28. Passageway
31. Buries
32. Assemble
34. Age
35. Guided
36. God of love
40. You: Fr.
11. Exposed
43. Clean c'r:'t
44. Creak le t:er 49. Explode
48. Numbc..-ed 50. Luxury
by tens 51. Mouths
43. Close 52. Valley
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DOWN 23. Consumed
25. Knob
1. Flower part 26. Suffix:
2. Pineapple
plant
3. Wastes
4. Narrating
5. Hail
6. Lump
7. Metric
measure
8. Newts
9. Acquired
10. More
gullible
11. Cables
13. Indisposed
16. Above
19. Large
number
22. English
essayist
agency
27. Soaking
28. Liquid
ketone
29. Books
30. Extremity
33. Sort
37. Hand-
kerchief
38. Speak
39. Mineral
prefix
41. Monster
42. Father
43. Economics:
abbrev.
45. Devour
47. Greek letter
49. Perform
tired of lacing
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Sure ... you're tired of being just another
'number ... we all are! BUT .. at the
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to check out you enjoy an individuality so
Scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real Ike
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM-For Excellent Cocktails, Dining, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: HUdson 3-4400
NV
innArroNrigsmul, Teletype: 202.965-0506
ODNER HOTEL
as,. SIXTEENTH STREET. NORTHWE•T
WASHINGTON D. C. 20010
Once again, nobility comes to Fulton High. Betty Tucker, Becky
Smith, Carolyn Allen and Tina Jolley display their royal beauty.
Miss Tina Jolley, Fulton High's
1967 Homecoming Queen, was
crowned at the annual Homecom-
ing game Friday night, October 6,
at Memorial Stadium. The Home-
coming parade preceded the cere-
mony. The police car and fire truck
led the parade which started at the
old Siegel factory on Fourth Street,
proceeded down Lake Street, then
turned and made its way up Sec-
ond Street to the football field.
Also participating in the parade
was the high-stepping Fulton High
marching band. The cheerleaders,
the queen's attendants, and the
queen and crown bearer followed in
decorated convertibles.
The colorful ceremony took place
before a large number of fans. The
cheerleaders and the queen's at-
tendants were escorted down the
field by members of the football
team. Then, while the band played
on, the queen was .escorted down
the field. John Jolley, brother of the
queen, was the crown bearer.
After the impressive ceremony
the queen and her attendants, Miss
Becky Smith, freshman; Miss Bet-
ty Tucker, sophomore, and Miss
Carolyn Allen, senior, were seated
before the stands to watch the
Homecoming game between the
Fulton Bulldogs and the North
Marshall Jets.
The colorful pre-game ceremony
and game climaxed a festive week
of pep meetings and cheering as the
excited students, caught in the
spirit of the annual event, cheered
the team on enthusiastically.
Many of the girls wore beautiful
mums which were sold by the
members of the Quill and Scroll,
with the proceeds going to the Club
treasury.
Recognize these familiar faces? Or have you been sleeping in class '
Mr. Bushart, Mrs. Bennett, and Mrs. Gathers are watching you!
New Teachers Complement Faculty
Three new teachers will comple-
ment the FITS faculty this year.
Thesa teachers will fill the vacant
posts in the math, English, and
science departments.
Mrs. Emery Gathers, the new
math teacher, was born in Belle-
ville, Illinois. She attended Western
State, at Bowling Green, and was
graduated from Southern Illinois
University where she received an
MA degree in Education. Mrs.
Gathers is beginning her new teach-
ing career in Fulton. She now lives
in Martin, Tennessee with her hus-
band.
Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett is
the new English teacher. She was
born in Ashland, Kentucky and at-
tended Western Kentucky State Col-
lege where she majored in English
and French. Mrs. Bennett received
an AB degree. She taught at Carr
Elementary before coming back to
Fl-IS where she had previously
taught. She now lives with her hus-
band in Fulton.
The new physics and chemistry
teacher is Mr. Alfred Bushart. He
was born in Fulton and attended
HIS where he was graduated. He
also attended Florida Southern, The
University of Kentucky, and was
graduated from Murray State Uni-
versity where he received his BS
degree in an area of concentration
in Science, and an MA degree in
secondary education. Before com-
ing to FHS he taught in Booneville,
Indiana at Booneville High School.
He now lives in Fulton.
A warm welcome is extended to
the new teachers at Fulton High
School.
BARKER, PHILLIPS ATTEND
Drs. Virgil Barker and F. D.
Phillips were among more than
three hundred doctors of chiro-
practic attending the annual educa-
tional sessions of the Kentucky As-
sociation of Chiropractors, which
ended Saturday in Louisville.
CAROLYN HONORED
Miss Carolyn Allen, Fulton High
School senior, has received a letter
of commendation from the Curtis
Publishing Company for having
been top salesman in the school's
magazine project this fall.
No Native Voters
No native Kentuckians voted in
Kentucky's first election in 1792.
Minimum voting age was 21 and
settlement of the state began in
1776, with the result that no native
Kentuckian was old enough to vote.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
TRANSY NOTABLES
Henry Clay was once a professor
of law at Transylvania College at
Lexington, and Jefferson Davis
was a student there.
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THINK SAFETY DAILY
This is the season to which we
look forward each year. The fruit
of our labor for the year is at hand
and harvest time is here.
All too often this is also rush sea-
son. Every one is runnnig behind
schedule from days to weeks late in
getting everything accomplished.
Each time we are t na big hurry
the element of error is ever pres-
ent. Short cuts are taken and safe-
ty is left for a slower season.
This is the time for serious acci-
dents. Farm machinery is safe if
operated according to the manufac-
turers. specifications. This does not
include under age children operat-
ing the equipment on the farm or
highway. It is still a fact that if
two or more people are needed on a
tractor or machine a seat would
have been provided. Extra riders
are a distraction to the operator
and an accident could result. It is
a lot of fun for small children to
ride with grown-ups on tractors, but
if two hands are needed to operate
the machines and the little one
must be held too, here is another
accident ready to happen.
Equipment including automobiles
all have a specific purpose and if
used for this purpose only and with
reasonable caution, it can be very
profitable. 
_
Operating farm machinery on
highways in the early morning
hours or late in the afternoon can
be dangerous 'Artless '.hey are sell
lighted.
Some areas utilize the symbol of
S. M. V. which means S • slow; M -
Moving; V - vehicle and glows if a
light shines on it at night and is
bright for day use. The National
Safety Council recommends all
farm vehicles should use and carry
this symbol.
Try to stay alive, be courteous,
cautious ,and by all means cool. _
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
I Obion County Farm News
FEEDER CALVES SELL GOOD
Last Tuesday's Feeder Calf Sale
at Newbern saw 1,400 head go
through the sale ring with a top
of $32.10 per hundred scored on a
pen of nine 375 lb. Angus steers.
The bulk of the good and choice
steers sold from $25.50 to $30.00 and
mediums were $24.50 and $29.50.
Bulk of the good and choice heif-
ers, 300-600 lbs. scaled from $22.50
to $25.00, with a top of $25.20 paid
for a pen of 40 Angus averaging 360
lbs. Most mediums brought from
$22.30 to 23.70.
Some whiteface black calves were
sold with steers ranging from $25.40
to $29.00 and heifers $23.00 to
$23.10.
Slightly over 300 caives were con-
signed to the sale from Obion Coun-
ty, and the quality of calves was
higher than at any previous sale.
We think this shows the results of
using good bulls. Of course, we
can't forget the good pastures this
summer. The calves showed the re-
sults of the good grass and they
carried a lot of weight and
"bloom."
COTTON
The long-awaited cotton harvest
is slowly getting underway in Obion
County. Hand picking is the chief
means of harvest. Picking will
move at a slow pace until cotton is
enough for the use of machine pick-
ers. The crop is extremely late.
The quality of early ginnings is
good. Grades are primarily Mid-
dling and Strict Middling with
staples of 1-1-16 and 1-3-32 inches.
The average micronaire reading of
samples classed is 4.3, well within
the premium range.
Interest in new crop cotton is
high on country markets. Buyers
are offering from $25.00 to $30.00
per bale over corresponding loan
value for early ginnings. Actual
sales are few, however, because of
the lack of ginning in volume.
BAZAAR
Saturday, October 21, is the date
for a Bazaar sponsored by the 0-
bion County Community Clubs. This
will be a good time to do some of
your Christmas Shopping as the
club women will have for sale many
handmade craft articles and Christ-
mas decorations, as well as baked
goods of all kinds, home canned
foods and a variety of other things.
The Bazaar will be held in the Old
Draper-Darwin Store beginning at
8:30 a. m. on the 21st of October.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
October 18 - Feeder Calf Sale •
Brownville.
October 25 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Brownsville.
October 25 - Tennessee Rural
Health Conference - Memphis.
November 15 - Parnell Carrigan
Angus sale - Jordan.
November 16 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dresden.
Union Monument
In the Vancoburg area, :7.ntuck-
ions were staunch defenders of t•
Union cause during the Civil War.
In Vanceburg is the only Union
monument erected at a courthouse
south of the Mason-Dixon Line.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - • -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulton 472-1341
KEG RESTAURANT
BEST CHILI IN TOWN
or your money back!
Henry
Ward
Builds
Industry
...Jobs
Henry Ward has experience as a businessman and as a
developer of new industry for Kentucky. He will use bold,
Imaginative programs to bring more industry to our state ...
and create more Jobs for the people of Kentucky.
HENRY WARD Sound Builderfor Kentucky
FOR GOVERNOR
Paid for by Kentuckians for Ward, foster Otkorman, Chairmen, Robert Evans, lieasorer, Sheraton Motel, Louisville.
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THE FIZZLE FAMILY
(i'M A LITTLE HUNGRY!
I'LL GO DOWN FOR A
SNACK BEFORE I GO
TO SLEEP!
by Horace Elmo
THE ANIMAL4
ARE! 
By H. T. Elmo
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• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
We had several cold days last
Week, but it has warmed up and
.ecins like spring again.
Mrs. Onie Lowry of Pilot Oak
,ind Mrs. Kate Yates of Water Val-
a•y called on Mis. Lexie Floyd
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Edna Waggoner was the
Thursday afternoon guest of Mrs.
Edith Yates.
Mrs. Alma Boulton returned to
her home here in Pilot Oak, after
spending several days visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Woodrow Alderdice,
and husband of Marion.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden is visiting
her children in Mayfield at this
Li ne.
Mrs. Harry Yates is home from
Hillview Hospital, but is not im-
proving as fast as we would like.
Mrs. Rose Brann and Mrs. Onie
Lowry were Friday afternoon
guests of Mrs. Ira Raines.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Yates of
Water Valley and Mr. and Mrs. B.
If. Lowry of Pilot Oak attended the
Itapti.st Association at Wingo
Thursday.
Mrs. Alma Boulton and Mrs.
I,udie Casey were guests of Mrs.
Edith Yates Friday afternoon. .
We are glad Vestal Coltharp of
Route 2, Wingo, and Mrs. Helen
Coltharp of Route 2, Water Valley,
have been dismissed from a Fulton
hospital and are improving nicely.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor had as guests
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Ruddle
of Fulton, her daughter and three
grandchildren, Mrs. Joyce Scott,
Renee, Rhonda and Robin of Lone
Oak.
Carlisle Cruse, of Pilot Oak, re-
amins in the Baptist Hospital at
Memphis. He hopes to come home
soon. His mother. Mrs. Jennie
Cruse, and wife, Mozelle, visited
him Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Sun-
day visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Boaz House, Mr. and Mrs. Zel
Singleton, Mr. and Mrs. Vodie
Floyd, Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rick-
man and Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Low-
ry.
Mrs. Blanche Russell, Mrs. Lillie
Mae Fuqua and their mother, Mrs.
Brann. were guests of Mrs. Cassie
Taylor one afternoon last week.
Mrs. Maggie Pankey, of Pilot
Oak, visited her niece and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody, near
Water Valley Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates had as
Sunday guests Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Horne, Mrs. George Horne, Mrs.
Chessie Horne, Bernie and Willie
Yates of Mayfield and Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Blackburn and Peggy
of McKenzie.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett is home, af-
ter several weeks' stay in a Padu-
cah hospital. We welcome her
home. She was able to attend Sun-
day School and preaching at Bethle-
hem Sunday.
LETTERS TO EDITOR—( Continuipd From Page Two)
Democratic team which brings with
it an able and experienced group of
candidates to the Capitol. Everyone
on the ticket is worthy of election
and I encourage you to Vote the
Democratic Ticket.
Sincerely yours,
L. K. Patton
62 Miami Parkway
Ft. Thomas, Kentucky
Phone: 441-7000
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(Continued on Pape Six
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ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
The Parson
Speaks
Scripture reading; Matt. 11:1-30
Text; Matt. 11:3; "Art thou he
that should come, or do we look for
another"
THE FINAL RELIGION
Christianity is the final religion.
This is the answer to all predictions
of and to questions regarding any
alleged "final religion" or "new re-
ligion" which is to save the world.
Christianity has always been the
final religion. It was so in the Gard-
en of Eden. With advent of sin
came the promise of salvation. The
seed of the woman was to "bruise
the serpent's head." This was the
faith of the patriarchs. Abraham
"saw Christ's day." "He believed
God, and it was counted to him for
righteousness." In his seed "all
nations" of the earth were "to be
blessed" The hope of Israel was in
the Messiah. The Jewish ceremonial
typified him. To him "give all the
prophets witness." The Old Testa-
ment is full of Christ. "The glory
of the Lord shall be revealed."
"There shall come forth a rod out
of the stem of Jesse". The time and
place of his birth were predicted.
His very character and work por-
trayed. His death and resurrection
were prophesied.
Christ announce himself as the
Savior and his doctrine as the final
religion and the only hope of the
world. "I am the Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and the end,
the first and last." "He that be-
lieveth on me though he were dead
yet shall he live." He fulfilled all
the Messianic prophecies of the
Old Testament.
When John's disciples came to
him with the question, "Art thou he
that come, or do we look for an-
other? he declared his Messiahship,
not in words, but by doing the
works of the Messiah. "Show John
again those things that ye do hear
and see."
These were the works of the Mes-
. siah. They identified him as the one
promised by prophecy. He did the
things which the world was waiting
for the Messiah to do. This answer
was better than verbal assertion.
Any man could claim to be the
Messiah, but as Nicodemus ex-
pressed it, no man could do the
works he did "except God be with
him."
The disciples testified to the final-
ity of Christianity. "Thou art the
Christ." "To whom shall we go but
unto thee?" "Thou only hast the
word of everlasting life."
Many pretended Messiahs and
religious teachers and reformers
have offered cures for ills of hu-
manity, but they did not meet the
prophetic description, nor did the
work. False religions are false
lights in a dark world. Our age has
many would be Messiahs.
All their efforts will fail. Owen
Glendower declared that he could
"call spirits from the vasty deep."
The answer was, "Why, so can I; or
so can any man, but will they
come?" This is the real question.
Has any system of philosophy or
reform or false religion been able
to cast out the demons that infest
humanity, the selfishness, lust,
wrath, pride, intemperance and
covetousness which curse our race?
Christianity does it by the power of
a new affection implanted by the
Divine Spirit. Reforms are good,
but the church of Jesus Christ is
the true reform agency. It has in-
herited the work of the Messiah.
Where it goes, there go schools
and hospitals and reforms and safe-
ty of life and property and good
morals and improvements of all
kinds. It finds sick men, sick with
the leprosy of sin, and says to
them, in Christ name, Be ye clean,
and by faith in him they are clean.
It says to the demons of intemper-
ance and lust and selfishness; "I
charge thee come out of him and
enter no more into him." And by
faith the man possessed is a new
creature.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
Agricultural and livestock 4-H
projects teach young farmers new-
est practices and techniques re-
commended by the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service of the state land-
grant universities.
Development of the individual is
the primary goal of 4-H. Citizen-
ship and leadership are stressed.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS non. 235-2293
Phone 472-1861 Greenfield. Tenn.
'0
The beacon of a lighthouse shines across the water - - and in its
gleam we see an earthly symbol of the light of faith. Glowing with
an untold brilliance, the guiding light of faith is our source of spirit-
ual strength and security, our comfort and inspiration on the seas
of life. Faith leads us through waters, supports us in our daily round
and enriches our lives.
Even as mariners looked to the lighthouse, look to your church to
help you bring the light of faith into your life ... and keep its bea-
con shining brightly, steadily. At tend and support the church of
your choice ... worship with your family in church, this Sunday.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope 'Pat More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 4Y2-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Proscription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing bonne. For reservation call 472.3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton,
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone $/16-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ass,, Fulton PhOfbe 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Revell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479-12:11
'ULTON, MURRAY EDITORS GIVE NUNN 20,000
Most State Dailies Give Ward A Big Win In Upcoming Election
COVINGTON: Twenty-one of Kentucky's 26 daily
iewspaper editors predict Democrat Henry Ward will
'efeat Republican Louie Nunn for gover\nor in the Nov.
• state election.
This is shown today in a Kentucky Post telephone
,oil of the newspapers.
In a similar poll conducted by the newspaper before
he 1963 governor election, 22 of the editors forecast the
ictory of GO. Edward Breathitt over Nunn. •
Four editors responding in the current election pre-
'iction declared Republican Nunn would win, and their
stimates ranged from "a very good chance" to 20,000
-iajority.
Enos Swain, editor of the Danville
dvocate•Messenger. the lone edi-
ir predicting a Nunn win in 1963,
rid of the forthcoming election:
"I think it's going to be a vary
'ose race. I think Nunn has a very
ood chance to win. I don't say flat
it, however, that he will."
James C. Williams, editor of the
Jurray Ledger & Times, and
yron Mitchell, publisher of
ulten Daily Leader, we-e more
otimistic about a Nunn win, and
rid his majority would reach
,000.
W. B. Mathews, puousner of the
laysville Public Ledger, felt the
unpopularity of the national Demo-
•atic administration" would reflect
the Kentucky election and make
Nunn the winner, but would vent--
ure no majority estimate.
Biggest majority - estimate for
Ward came from Bob Hoskins. edi-
tor of Harlan's Daily Enterprise.
He said. "Ward's margin will be
153,00."
Edwin 1. Paxton Jr., editor of
the P:!:lucah 'Sun-Democrat, who
predict an appreciable victory for
Breathitt in 1963, said this time,
"Ward by a landslide, somewhere
around 109,090 votes over Nunn."
Equally sure of a sizeable Ward
win was Randall Fields, editor of
the Richmond Registor, who said,
"I'll say Ward's majority will be
60,000 votes—no, make that 100,-
A majority for Ward of 50.000
was predicted by Lawrence W.
Hager, publisher of the Owensboro
Messenger & Inquirer, published in
the hometoWn of Wendell Ford,
Ward's lieutenant governor run-
ning mate.
Also predicting 50,000 Ward mar-
gins were Mrs. Martha Corner, edi-
tor of the Maysville Daily Inde-
pendent, and J. T. Norris, publish-
er-editor of the Ashland Independ-
ent.
Twelve other. editors said Ward
would win by fewer than 53,000 six
said the race would be "close,"
and four had no idea about Ward's
majority.
Norman Isaacs, executive editor
of the Louisville Courier-Journal
an Times, largest daily newspaper
c:mplex an the commonwealth,
said Ward would win "by a narrow
margin."
Editor Isaacs said a consensus of
-political writers on the two dailies,
published in Ward's city of resi-
A moderate vote would run about
850,000, and a heavy vote, some-
where in the area of Kentucky
presidential election totals, could
range up to a million.
Nearly half, 11 editors, said there
is little interest in the state elec-
tion, that the prime reason for this
is the absence of hard-fought dra-
matic state issues.
Ken Litchfield, managing editor
.0CAL PEOPLE AT GOVERNOR'S NEWS SEMINAR—Some 230 representatives of newspapers, magazines,
alevision a^d radio gaih-red at Governor Edward T. 3rea.hitt's 1967 statewide news seminar Oct. 13 at
rankfort. The group watched the Governor symbolically open and dedicate 5,000 miles of new and improy-
zt being completed in Kentucky this year. Breathitt pointed out that Kentucky is the "number
ne state in the nation this year in highway conzruct ion," He also reported on other activities during his
drninistration, and he and his cabinet answered questions from the news representatives. Shown here are:
tie and Mrs. Kenneth Turner and State Adjutant-Gen ^ ral A. Y. Lloyd, Jr. looking at a map of Kentucky's
reposed new Educational Television Network. Turner represented Fulton Radio Station WFUL.
apt Richard Lewis, Benton (passenger), SEC Thomas Farthing, Paducah (in rear seat), and SEC Ward
'ade, Fulton, all of Company I, 398th Regiment, of Kentucky's 100th Division (Training) are shown aboard
U. S. Army jeep mounted with a 106 recoilless rifle. Members of the Century Division were at Fort Jackson,
outh Carolina between August 12-26 for their annual two weeks summer camp.
of the Hopkinsville. Kentucky New
Era, said of this. "It is hard to
realize a governor will be elected
next rponth."
Hopkinsville is Gov. Breathitt's
home.
Ray Edwards, publisher of the
Mayfield Messenger, observed,
"There's a lot of indifferences,
which is a sign of the times.'"
Ernest Clayton, manager editor
of the Madisonville Messenger,
qualified his estimate of a Ward
majority of 75,000 with, "of course,
that depends on the interc ', which
is pretty low right now."
. Walter M. Dear, publisher of tlie
Henderson Gleaner & Journal, re-
marked, "The silence in the guber-
natorial race is deafening!"
And Mrs. W. P. Nolan, wife of the
editor-publisher of the Hazard Her-
ald, declared, "The race is as quiet
as death warmed over."
The most frequently mentioned
outside effecj on the election, other
dence, is that:
"Ward's apparent position as a
'shoo-in' immediately after the pri-
mary has changed somewhat, and
a landslide is not so evident now."
Six editors who think Ward will
win say he will run better than
Breathitt did against Nunn, who
lost to Breathitt by only 13,000.
Most of the editors who hazarded
a guess on the size of the vote said
it would be light to _moderate. Ten
said light, eight moderate and only
three believed it would be heavy.
A light vote would be less than
650,000 based on the 1963 vote of
886.000, the 1959 governor race vote
of 952,000 and the 1955 vote of 773.-
000.
than the nominee images, was the
current jaded public opinion of the
Democratic national administra-
tion.
To a lesser degree the public
opinion of the state administration
was mentioned also, but most edi-
tors who talked about this said
Ward's "independence" and per-
sonal image supersede it.
The four editors who think Nunn
could 'win the election feel public
opinion of the Democrats in Wash-
ington will favor Nunn.
Mrs. Nolan, who thinks Ward will
win, stated. "II anything hurts
Ward, it will be the dissatisfaction
with Washington."
Harry Reiser, managing editor of
the Lexington Herald, pointed out
the effect of the national adminis-
tration popularity, observing:
"Dissatisfaction because of the
Vietnam war, taxes and so on is a
factor in this Kentucky election. Of
course, there is dissatisfaction also
within the Republican party."
Sixteen editors said, in one way
or another, Ward's 30-years experi-
ence in state 'and federal govern-
ment would present him advantage-
ously.
Most of the 16 also felt the Demo-
cratic campaign is better organ-
ized, peritaps better financed, and
this, plus the two-to-one voter pre,
dominance of the Democratic party
in Kentucky, would aid Ward.
Religion and racism, a para-
mount issue in the May primary
elections, especially the Republican
one, was all counted by the editors
as a general election issue, and only
considered a subtle, hidden factor.
Of the 26 editors polled, 11 have
the title of publisher or publisher.
editor, nine are editors, and six
managing editors.
Only one of the editors, Jesse M.
Alverson, editor of the Paris Daily
Enterprise, expressed no opinion,
saying his newspaper is conducting
an election poll and that he will
withhold until it is complete this
week.
Alverson said he would furnish
The Kentucky Post the results of
his newspaper poll at that time.
Rex L. Bailey, editor of the Mid-
dlesboro Daily News, says Ward
weuld lose the Fifth District, but
win in the state becau-e of his road
and industr: ! pro_ s' as a state
administrato •
Albert E. Dix, publisher of the
State Journal in Frankfort, states
polls give Ward a "hell of an edge,"
adds, "everyone knows Ward's
capable," and concludes, "I'm sur-
rounded by nothing but Ward
De• • a .• .atics here."
John L. Crawford, editor-publish-
er of the Corbin Daily Tribune, be-
lieves Ward will gain some ground
in the mountain district, but Nunn
will carry this Republican area.
Edward Jennings, managing edi-
tor of the Murray Democrat, says
of the First District Democrat
stronghold, "I don't think the Re-
publicans can dig up enough votes
to give Nunn what they gave him
here last time."
J. Bay Gaines, editor of the Bowl-
ing Green Park City Daily News,
told the pollsters. "Because of the
lock of an issue. Ward's experience
will carry him."
J. Ambrose. managing editor of
the Winchester Sun. states, "Nunn
seems .to appeal to the rural voter,
but not the urban voter. Jefferson
County will make the difference."
Vance Trimble, editor of The
Kentucky Post. predicts a Ward
win by 25.000 and moderate vote,
and adds, "The issues aren't strong
enough to carry an 'out' to victory.".
Joe Wilson, managing editor of
the Glasgow Daily Times in Nunn's
hometown, asked to remain off the
record because his editor, Carroll
Knicely, was out of town.
In 1963 v.dit-r Kei"ely -upported
Brea shill ill ti elt!teJ grestbitt
would de,eid s,it5 .uy .r0,000 to
70,000 votes.
Library Services Closed
Four Days Next Week
The Fulton library will be closed
next week from Wednesday Octo-
ber 25th through Saturday, October
28th, and the bookmobile will not be
in operation on these days.
The librarians will spend these
four days --attendiag a Kentucky Li-
brary Association annual meeting in
Louisville. Normal operations will
continue the following week.
South Fulton Lets
Street Paving Work
A $55.000 street paving project
for South Fulton, covering streets
"most widely traveled" and those
in "worst need of repair" was let
Monday night to the Union City
Paving Company by the city of
South Fulton.
Weather permitting, the work
will begin next week, according to
James Hickman, acting city man-
ager.
Max Wilson has been named
President of the Cayce 4-H Club.
Other officers include Keith
Menees, Vice President; Alice Cald-
well, treasurer; Vikki McClanahan,
secretary, and Cindy Brown and
Danny Adams, recreation leaders.
The club membership now includ-
es 13 boys and 16 girls, and meet-
ings are every third Wednesday.
ARE YOU THINKING OF
BUYING A NEW TRACTOR?
If So, Now Is The Time To Buy!
Come by and let us show you the most power-
ful line of tractors in the fields today—anything
from the 1020 to 5020 Long Green Line. Any size to
Buy now and get depreciation for 1967, and
waiver of interest to April 1st, 1968. Let us talk
with you before you buy. See N. W. Burnette or
Ed Neeley.
The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 19, 1967
A news release from Louisville
Nunn-for-Governor headquarters
this week says that "far too long
women have been denied a creative
role in government, and the Nunn
team proposes to correct it."
This amazing statement complete-
ly ignores the fact that for the first
time in the history of the Common-
wealth of Kentucky there are two
women Commissioners holding top-
level posts and doing bang-up jobs
of them. We refer, of course to
Katherine Peden, our extremely.
able Commissioner of Commerce
who was recently named as the
only woman on President Johnson's
Commission on Civil Disorders, and
to Cattie Lou Miller, Commissioner
of Public Information, whose de-
partment has also achieved national
recognition.
I would • have !bought that Li]
Dunn knew about these things.
For the second time this summer.
I have come to the conclusion that
air mail to the States from Europe
is slower than regular mail.
In July, Debbie Drerup, from
Dresden, air-mailed a card to our
daughter Mary Jo from Switzer-
land. On the card Debbie asked
that her mother be called, giving
approximate time of arrival. Deb-
bie returned to Dresden on about
August 1st and the air-mail card
got here three weeks later.
In late August Hunter Whitsell
air-mailed us a card from Rome.
He had been back in Fulton (oral
least tt,-, 'racks befora
dyed
Not being a native Kentuckian,
the sight of a big barn standing
out in the country this time of the,
year with smoke pouring out of the
eaves always gives me a first im-
pression of alarm and a desire to
go rushing to the nearest house to
report disaster.
Such thoughts were renewed
again last weekend on a drive to
Louisville via the Parkway. Several
such tobacco barns are close to the
road, and all had smoke billowing
from them.
I wondered how many well-mean-
ing tourists stopped at the nearest
house to call attention to the disas-
ter, only to be informed that the
man was cuing out his tobacco.
Stopped by Hugh Fly's "Country
Store" on the highway near Barkley
Dam, and was disappointed to find
the place closed, but was greeted
by a welcome sight. All over the
large bulletin board on the front
were plastered pages from our
special Pre-Banana-Festival edi-
tion, calling attention to the pro-
gram, events, etc. and inviting
everyone to come. I'd call that
some first-class cooperation.
And while I'm thinking of it, I
would like to recommend the res-
taurant at the Holiday Inn over in
Sikeston, Missouri as a good place
to eat when you're over that way.
They're the only place around here
that I have found with "Banana
Pancakes" on the daily menu.
Congratulations to our neighbor-
ing P.ussellville, who announced the
addition of a new million-dollar fac-
tory of the Illinois Tool Works. The
plant will employ around 200 men
and have an annual payroll of
around $1 million. According to the
Russellville NEWS DEMOCRAT,
Illinois Tool selected that city as
the site for its 15th plant after a
long and careful examination of
nearly 40 cities in 14 States.
Fulton was a top contender for
the plant, and local business lead-
ers on the Industrial Committee left
no stone unturned to bring it here.
Among Russellville's "plus" items
were a 1000-seat civic auditorium,
a trade school in which 123 students
are enrolled in six courses, a new
high school and a 8200,000 regional
If the hoped-for Latin-American
Friendship ('enter here goes
through, we will have a trade
school of equal stature, an audi-
torium double in size, and we now
have a splendid County Library
system, so let us look forward . .
— - 
—
140 bioadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking K Rawl Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.
BRAS D'
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LUBIN by IN Flalsotunann Distilling Corporation, Owensboro, Kentucky.
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RAMBLER American,
straight shift
CHEVROLET Impala 4
-dour
hardtop, automatic, local
Car
CHEVROLET B•lair,4-dotr,
•utom•tic
PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mile g•
FORD 3-4 ton pickup truck;
local, clie•n
OLDSMOBILE 4-door Sedan,
PONTIAC 2-dc. hardtop, real
sharp
PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
FORD 4
-door sedan
OLDSMOBILE 4
-door So-den
a clean, local car
FORD wagon, clean, local
Crir
FORD Truck, 1/2 Ton
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FIRST LADY AT CHILDREN'S CARNIVAL
—Mrs. Edward T. Breathitt visits with young
residents of the Frankfort State Hospital and
School today during the facility's annual
carnival for residents and employes. Tour-
ing the carnival's midwav. the first lady tried
Home Made Lasanga
Ravioli with Meat Sauce
Baked Manicotti
Chicken Breast Parmigiana
Veal Scallopine
Spagh tali with 10 different Sauces
STEARS — CHOPS — SEAFOODS
Hickory, Ky.. — S Miles North Of Mayfield
Open Wed. thru Sun. II a. m. to 9 p. m.
(Next to Post Office on Highway 45)
a "ring toss" game at the request of the
resident children. Operated by the State
Department of Mental Health, the hospital
and school serves approximately 750 mental-
ly retarded persons.
Mrs. Ward, Mrs. Ford To
Be Honored With Luncheon
At Jaycee Civic Center
LOUISVILLE, Ky.,
Mrs. Ben Combs, Democratic
campaign chairwoman, an-
nounced today plans for a lunch-
3 x 6 Ft. Plastic
• STORM •
• WINDOWS
6 For $1.00 
•
* Includes strips •
• and nails *
••• .1
ail/wad &kale Ca
Lake St - Fulton, KY
Harold Ross or Tilman Adams
01' Tilly Adams and Harold
Ross are out to give you a
KING - SIZE deal this week on
new car!
Check the long line of Bonne-
villes. Tempests and Catalinas
on our lot.
Then come see Tillman
Adams, Harold Ross, or Charles
King for a -King-Size- Deal!
eon to be held at the Civic Cen-
ter in Paducah at noon Oct. 18.
The event will honor both Mrs.
Henry Ward and Mrs. Wendell
Ford, wives of the Democratic
nominees for governor and
lieutenant governor. A member
at the State Advisory Commit-
tee, Mrs. Joe Littleton, will pre-
side.
County chairwomen with dele-
gations from Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulto n,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, and
Trigg counties are planning to
attend and will report on or-
ganizational activities in their
respective counties.
"The luncheon is expected to
give a boost to an already well
organized campaign group in the
- area, a spokesman said.
Accompanying Mrs. Ward and
Mrs. Ford will be Mrs. Combs,
Mrs. C. B. Morgan, vice chair-
woman; Mrs. Helen Garrett,
president of the state Democrat-
ic Women's Clubs; Mrs. Dann
Byck, Democratic national com-
mittee woman: and Mrs. Hugh
Haynie. national committee wo-
man of the Young Democrats of
Kentucky.
'Hain' Hobby He
LOS ANGELES, Calif.
—Although deaf and blind, Mrs.
Mary Lou Stockstill has estab-
lished a link with the outside
world through her hobby as a
radio "ham."
Only sounds of 1,000 cycles
penetrate her deafness, but she
can hear signals from her high-
toned radio receiver when the
volume is increased beyond a
normal setting. She replies with
telegraph signals, using Morse
code.
A graduate of Indiana Univer-
sity, the mother of two is study-
ing more technical aspects of
radio, which she must master
before she can receive a general
amateur license, a step up from
the amateur radio certificate
she now holds.
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Atty. Gen, Robert Matthews
said today he is preparing legal
action to block the sale of Maine
Chance Farm to the University
of Kentucky Research Founda-
tion for $2 million.
He issued a statement saying
that he "learned with amaze-
ment yesterday that the founda-
tion had taken title to Maine
Chance Farm and assumed cer-
tain mortgage obligations."
Matthews said he asked uni-
versity President John Oswald
last month to postpone any final
action until his agency had a
chance to finish its inquiry.
He said that by the terms of
the sale contract, the foundation
or university had until Oct. 31
to complete financing and take
title.
"It's puzzling why they jump-
ed the gun 20 days early without
notice to this office until after
It had become an accomplished
fact, particularly since on Mon-
day of this week I had requested
some additional pertinent ma-
terial from Dr. Oswald."
Matthews said the foundation
cannot use money belonging to
the university to acquire and
pay for property contrary to the
law governing purchases by the
university.
"Ordinarily it is not my
prerogative to question the judg-
ment of university officials on
land acquisition even when they
buy a horse farm on the basis
of alleged 'need'," he said.
"Yet an examination of the
mortgage, which the foundation
assumed, indicates that neither
the university nor the founda-
tion has any discretion in the
use of this land without the ex-
press consent of the mortgagee
bank."
Matthews said the university
or foundation cannot build,
make any changes in properties
without consent of the bank, nor
can they transfer the property
without bank consent.
"It is my duty as attorney
general to protect the state and
its agencies," he said. "I charge
no one with wilful misconduct
but I believe this whole transac-
tion is contrary to Kentucky law
and certainly its spirit."
Therefore. Matthews said, "we
are now preparing suit asking
that the sale be set aside and
seeking a return of monies prop-
erly belonging to the univer-
sity.
"It will be filed as soon as
possible."
The attorney general said it
saddens him to file the suit since
he is a strong supporter of the
university.
"But so long as I am attorney
general the obligations of the of-
fice all be fulfilled as I see
them " he said.
c**************f
* THE JEWEL BOX It.
* Main at Mulberry *
Fulton, Ky. *
* Distinctive Gilts 41
* for all occasions
*Diamonds - Watches Jew•Ir
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At stake in the continuing con-
troversy is a 720-acre tract at
Lexington that the foundation is
trying to acquire.
Its attempt has met with ob-
jections by California horseman
Rex Ellsworth and Lexington
veterinarian Arnold Pessin. who
have charged conspiracy to keep
them from buying the property.
Ellsworth and Pessin have
taken their case to the U.S. Dis-
trict Court,
The First Security National
Bank & Trust Co. of Lexington
is handling the transaction on
Maine Chance. About $2 million
is the total amount Involved.
At Lexington, Dr. John W.
Oswald, president of the univer-
sity, was reported out of the city
and unavailable for comment.
WASHINGTON — Rep,
Faber, A, Everett, OTenn., Is
on a diet—again.
The Congressman with the
nickname of Fats well on a
diet two years ago and cut his
weight from 160 to 260 pounds,
making the 100-pound goal he
had set.
But he said he didn't feel so
well skinny, and backslid to his
original weight,
Everett entered Bethesda Na-
val Hospital last week for treat-
ment of a rash and has put
himself on a 1,000-calorie a day
diet.
"Pm not setting any goals this
time," he said. "We'll Just see
what happens."
Library Wife's Idea
WASHINGTON — The first
White House library was in-
stalled to please Mrs. Millard
Fillmore, a former teacher. The
first lady was too ill during F.11-
more's term of office (1850-53)
to preside at social functions
and died soon after they left the
White House.
I GET YOUR DEER THIS SEASON 1
,k With A .303 Enfield Sporter - - - 1% 
_.?t
s% 3I: 3
3 Limited Supply 41 14 Legal in Ky. and Tenn. (Except Weakley Co.) k
% This is probably the most popular high powered
S 
. 
Rifle made and you can get ammo anywhere. 1
 44 DEER CALLS $1.50 DEER LURE $2.00 Bottle %
Hard Nose Ammo $7.95 Per Hundred k
1 Reteesocue Satielle e9agiugae, 1456 LAKE STREET FULTON, KENTUCKY k
kradr/APIVAPIIIrAPIIIFIIIIII4V/AtIVIEWIFIIIIP/AndIFIVAPO
Just Every -Day Low Prices!
Swivel Rockers, naugahyde cover
Recliners. Naugahyde cover
Hassocks, large selection
9 x 12 100% Nylon rugs
9 x 12 Linoleum rugs
3Piece bedroom suite
2-Piece living room suite
$37.50
- - - - _ 
$39.95
- _ 
$4.95 to $9.95
$44.95
$3.99
$97.50
$82.50
Ther-A-Pedic mattress and box springs
Armstrong Floor covering
RCA-VICTOR Television, stereo,
RCA-WHIRLPOOL appliances
Large selection Genera) Electric small appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH.
SEVEN AREA
CHANNELS
WHAT A GREAT VARIETY!
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Safety Director Gets Award
WASHINGTON
Thomas H. Wilkenson, U. S.
Army Safety Director, has
been presented the Arthur
Williams Memorial Award
for outstanding contribu-
tions to the field of safety
engineering.
The first career employee
in the Defense Department
to receive this award, Wil-
kenson was appointed safety
director on the staff of the
Army's Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel in 1955.
Wilkenson was cited for
"success in dealing with the
wide variety of safety prob-
lems ... facing the Army...
the high degree of effective-
ness of accident prevention
activity among Army mili-
tary and civilian personnel
... and unselfish dedication
to the cause of safety which
has resulted in continued in-
terest and effective activity
in both governmental and
private safety organiza-
tions."
The award was originated
by Arthur Williams, first
president of the American
Museum of Safety.
You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun
at the
DESERT
RANCE
•. amid a tropical sett;ng of
swaying palms, sunny skies,
and clear blue waters
Spacious, colorful
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including—
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT—for snacks or
• Private white sand Beach meals
• Freshwater Swimming Pool • GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Shuffleboard sippin'
• Free TV • GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service CLUB--for hearty dining
tSTAMPEDE ROOM . . West Coast Florida's largestNite Spot . .. featuring LENNY DEE, top Deeca record-ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly. 
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. writ. for miodol brochum -
THE DESERT "on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA
NEW CENTRAL TEACHERS — Assistant Obion County Central
High School Principal Bill Forrester (left) distributes teacher's
handbooks to five new Obion Central teachers. The new teachers
are: Standing from left, Mrs. Guy Ruddle, and Coach Jerry
Use the corners of your yard
as small showcases for special
flowers or specimen shrubs.
Highlight the bed with a right-
angled screen built of cedar in a
board-on-board pattern, deter-
mining height by the bed's
plantings. Three to four feet
usually is best for the showcase
corner.
INETEE,4177-e CEiterURY
CAIILOREW, PRESSED IN 1HE
CLOTNE.5 OF THEIR ELPE125
WENT ABOuT THEIR NEWA113012-
WOODS. ESE-C2CPING FOR MONE•
FOR CONTRIBUTIOhlb. OF FRLIITS
AND VEGETABLES
DISSOLVE THAT
due to a Cold with
Cheracol
pjohn
• Three expectorants help dissolve
congestion
• Contains no narcotics or antihistamine
• Sale even for
two year olds •
• Delicious wild
cherry flavor
'Livid as oieci,
EVANS DRUG CO.
m° Store
LAKE ST. FULTON
Gage, and seated, Mrs. Karen Baker, Miss Charlene steele
and Mrs. Linda Crump. This photo was taken by another new
Central teacher, Mrs. Joe Eakin of Adelle Services.
ROBEY'S ANTIQUES
214 miles south of Fulton on Highway 45-E has
a good selection of general antiques in all categories
indicative of this area.
We are also constantly buying and we believe
we pay more for good antiques. At present we are
in need of old china dolls, silver, pewter. cut glass,
art glass, china, dough trays, bells, clocks and furni-
ture. Write Box 269, Fulton, K . or call 479-2668.
,
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1:E01 AMERICANS DONATE
CLOT-NINO, `,140E5 AND SEPG1116 TO
THE LATHOLIC BIDNOKS' "THANKS
GIVING CLOTHING. CAMPAI64J,
PONATIc*JS CoLLEcrEP IN
kiOVE-MBEIZ ARE SilIPPEP TO TWE
woRitYS POOR 1110...)U(.410411- THE
YEAK. EWING )0UK IN.INLX-L 10
ThENEAREST CATIOLIC LARCH.
FOR THE
MAN WHO HAS
"EVERYTHING"
Minor aches, pains,
headaches, stuffy
nose due to the
common cold
Cheracol
Capsules
re  r tee'l LI no, ',rot, —
toms due to the common cold
24 CAPSULES $1.49
EVANS DRUG CO.
LAKE ST. FULTON
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312 COIL MATTRESS
312 COIL BOX SPRING
sfArr
TERRIFIC I
GET BOTH MATTREM
SPRING AT THIS 
IMIllyik
PRICE! CONVENIENT TERMS!
31.2 COIL MATTRESS—
provtdonk comfortably firm raiz-dog
support. ,leiner-anchored. superior
Quality Felt tams. and Insulating corn-
porients — plus — beautifully designed
Quilted surface add an extra measure
of long wearing quality and comfort.
Crush resistant pre-built borders, con-
stenietit hinting handles, completely
vented 90g spring specifically chsigned
for balanced, tdtal area, mattress
suPPOrt.
yamammmwoimpq NIENINKIIIIII.0.01111004M14)4110.0.1n rell=1.01MIllal)elnalle0.11110.01011111004•10.041•111.04I1
12 Cubic Foot Big Screen ADMIRAL
Admiral Refrigeratori 1Portable Television
$$158.88 128.83
IMP t>.611Ele0.4=1P.0111MIat
PER SET
MATTRESS
AND
BOX
FULL
OR
TWIN SIZE
[.o.a.o..o......"
MG SIZE
Reclining Chairs:
$48.88
L....2,EllicED )$24.00 ) ,
1 
 J
5 Piece Maple Dinette Formica Top
4 Captains Chairs 42x70 Table
-,.4148)
HOOVER
I Vacuum Cleaner I
$36.88 ;
4 In‘LUDES TOOLS )
TV SNACK TRAYS WITH CASTORS%4
77.7rellifft
5 DRAWER
Chest of Drawers
$26.50
JAMISON SOFA
SLEEPER
Vinyl Fabrics With
rg*6 460 045 it TA5
.V10
dasEr ,
I;4(14
wiibe ,,e
phon.
471A501
Innerspring Mattress 114 Lake St. "TRADE 'WITH WADI AM) SAYS"Fulton, Ky.
11. 041/04 PIMIND.041014 )4111•1104 Pfl IN • 040111.( i411•041 VOW( N.M.( 04=0.041.1100411.004.11004.0.04.11114)4.0.0411111004.1.4 NIMININNE111.1).01111"( 41M 041111A4 >4111Mim ,41M0.4) 411111., NNW ( )401•1.4 )4 ONO 0 11111101. (  ( 1. oi in 04.1.00.01.•4).M110.04
IDONATE
BECV1k16 TO
P.5. THANKS
MPAIC.41.
EP IN
D TO THE
MOUT THE
siDLE ID
CHURCH.
s, pains,
, stuffy
o the
Id
I. STANDARD 2-SLICE TOASTER. Radiant Control for exact
toasting. Snap•down crumb tray. Bright chromed finish. Stay-cool
handles.
F -200
REG. 19.95
STEAM OR DRY IRON. By
value. famous Sunbeam
quality. Fast heating. Custom
grip handle. Steams for X
hour on one filling. Dry irons
too.
DELUXE MIXMASTER MIXER.
Mix-Finder dial with 12 speeds. Full power at all speeds. 
Large
beaters tapered to fit bowl exactly. Mixer is removable 
from
stand. Automatic bowl speed control. Tilt sway motor. 
Includes
large and small size mixing bowls and full color recipe 
book.
MM-100
REG. 55.95
STAINLESS STEEL PERCOLATOR. Keepscortex servmo hot automatically. Strength selector. Signal light.
MENNEN BABY OIL
h REG. 1.00 55
SILK AND SATIN
LOTION
REQ. 59c 294
49t
J & J 400 COUNT
SWABS
REG. 1.98 98C
SUAVE
HAIR SPRAY
REG. 1.00
OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC
8 A.M. to 8 P.
NO FEE,
NO STAMPS -
NO GIMMICKS!
LIGHTWEIGHT, ELECTRIC ECONOMY KNIFE. Twin scallops')
stainless steel blades iii0th "tapered tip that trims". Push-buttonblade release, safety lock and 6 ft. removable cord.
AUTOMATIC COOKER AND
DEEP FRYER. Teflon
double-Coated. Cooks
stews, soups, etc., fast
deep frying. Thermostatic
control. 1500 watts. 120
volts, Ship. wt. 7 lbs.
TCF1I-M241111  $RAM
• TEFLON
COATED
REG. 34.50
ELECTRIC KNIFE. Stain-
less steel blade with "tip
that trims" for paring,
cutting around bones,
faints, etc. Power pocked
for effortless carving.
STAINLESS STEEL FRY-
PAN. A new concept in
gracious high styling for buf-
fet servingl Large capecity
lAtdacross.measures 
Rtfor 
. 8 mn  vc isa est, 1
steel
 
hn ag ot Hc hcigh.an rs
SOMETHING ELSE
Home Permanents
REG. 2.00 79c
Radar Rat Pellets
REG. 1.00 614
Barbosoi Shave Cream
REG. 95C 39t
Pacquins Lotion
REG. 69c 33c
REG. 1.00 49
?Lt.
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Chicken Barbecue Time
For any cookout, succulent chicken is always welcome — the
bird makes a great hit with youngsters and grownups alike.
Chicken is easy enough to cook over a grill, and this barbecue
sauce is simplicity itself. It combines tangy ingredients with the
added spice of Tabasco liquid red pepper seasoning. Just as no
barbecue is complete without a great barbecue sauce, no barbecue
sauce is complete without this piquant ingredient. And keep in
mind that you will want plenty of chicken for the occasion. The
National Broiler Council suggests that you allow half a chicken
per person.
Chicken with Western Barbecue Sauce
3 broiler-fryer chickens quartered
2 teaspoons salt
Sprinkle chickens on both sides with salt. Place broiler-fryer
quarters, skin side up, on grate set 3 to 6 inches from heat. Brush
chicken generously with Western Barbecue Sauce*. Cook until
tender, turning and brushing occasionally. Allow about 45 minutes
to 1% hours total cooking time, depending on weight of chickens
and distance from heat. To test doneness, leg should twist easily
out of thigh joint and pieces should feel tender when probed by
a fork. YIELD: 4 servings.
°Western Barbecue Sauce
% cup butter 1/4 cup Worcestershire sauce
% cup vinegar 1/2
 
teaspoon Tabasco
% cup catchup Slices lemon, optional
1/4 cup lemon juice
Melt butter in saucepan. Stir in remaining ingredients and
bring to boil; remove from heat. Brush chicken quarters gener-
ously with sauce while barbecuing. YIELD: 1/4 cups sauce.
FULTON
"A" rating for adults
"MY" rating for mature yowls
people
:"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unac-
companied
'NCA" rating for pictures on
which no classification I.
available.
The ox was a
blessing to the
early settlers as
they pushed
r- "Westward."
Once considered useless—the off-
spring of a milk cow—the ox
could carry burdens and pull a
wagon over terrain that horses
could not. Also, the ox was not
as attractive to the marauding
Indians who wanted fast mounts.
This passive animal was used for
plowing until the time that it was
needed for food. Old ox yokes,
carts and wagons can be seen at
the Harold Warp Pioneer Vil-
lage at Minden, in south central
Nebraska.
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THE DEWEY JOHNSON
Insurance Agency, Inc.
226 Commercial Avenue
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Is proud to announce the addition of Donald F.
Laney to their staff.
Mr. Laney comes here from Martin, Tenn.,
where he has been employed for some time with an-
other insurance company. He is married and he and
his wife, Carrol, have two children. They will re-
side at 1303 Hillcrest Drive. Mr. Laney is a gradu-
ate of Martin Junior College.
We all say, "Welcome to Fulton and South
Fulton and to the Johnson Insurance Agency."
Lo.m.o....oemo.o....04m.04m004.1.4)••••041=.04.....0.emo-rmi
111FULTONj Week Days °nen 7 P. M.Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.
Double Feature! FRIDAY & SATURDAY
(A-MY-Y
614)
•
%It 4.
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UNT 
J-
PARAIAO
PICTURES
AN
PRODUCTION
NAN TORS
 
ManSTYLE!
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE COLOR
n..14•W NVIS
Mee!! JIM
likat
DIMM[iMit)
SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY
THE INIRISCH CORPORATION
Off OASIS SWIFT
PRODUCTION OF
jt,
'40
,
• -
•
ItOlOR by Deluxe
PANAVISION*
IIIITED ARTISTS
0011 TO
SUCCEED
IN
BUSINESS
WITHOUT
REALLY
TRYING
ines+G
o'•
(A-MY-Y}
Starts WEDNESDAY — OCT. 25th (NCA)
JOHN WAYNE • RICHARD WIDIAARK • LAURENCE HARVEY
tslI
PrHE LAMOrif
...ruse. IMO ARTISTS ...LIVES AGAIN!
Miss DeMyer
Betrothed To
Mr. Bailey
FULTON, Ky., — Mrs.
S. M. DeMyer is announcing the
engagement and approaching
marriage of her daughter, Anna
Mary to Henry Ward Bailey Jr.,
of Lexington.
Miss DeMyer, daughter of the
late S. M. DeMyer, was gradu-
ated from Stephens College, Co-
lumbia, Mo., and the University
of Kentucky. She has been em-
ployed in the general office of
Kentucky Utilities, Lexington.
Mr. Bailey is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Bailey of Piqua,
Ohio. He was graduated from
the University of Kentucky. He
is now manager of the General
Office of Accounting for Ken-
tucky Utilities, Lexington.
The wedding will be Nov. 18
at 3 p.m. at First Baptist Church
at Fulton.
Brenda Sams
Engaged To
Mr. Williamson
FULTON, Ky., —Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Sams of Fulton,
Rt. 4, are announcing the en-
gagement and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Brenda
Karen, to Russell Howell Wil-
liamson, son. of Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Williamson of South Ful-
ton, Tenn., Rt. 5,
Miss Sams was graduated
from Fulton County High School
in 1967, and is presently em-
ployed at Hickman Garment
Factory.
The bridegroom-elect w a s
graduated from South Fulton
High School in 1967 and is now
employed at Phillips D-X Ser-
vice Station, Highlands.
The wedding is planned for
Nov. 3, at 6 p.m. at Mount Car-
mel Baptist Church, Fulton-
Hickman Highway 94, with the
Rev. Charles E. Holt officiating.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
No invitations are being sent,
but all friends and relatives of
the families are invited.
FAMILY4, <1.
LAWYER —
Fine Print in Your Deed
Could you take a boarder into
your home if you wanted to? Use
a back room for running a busi-
ness? Add a second story on top of
your garage?
Of course, local zoning laws may
stand in the way. But even if they
don't, your hands may be tied by
the fine print in your own deed.
A typical deed, while giving you
title to your property, also puts
limitations on how you may use it.
Such limitations, commonly called
"restrictive covenants," may play
a decisive role in your household
planning.
Restrictive covenants, which are
usually placed in deeds by the orig-
inal subdivider, may forbid all sorts
of things in a particular neighbor-
hood. They have been used to keep
out everything from outdoor toilets
to boarding houses, from second
stories to cemeteries.
Generally speaking, the law willt
enforcesuch restrictions as a reas-
onable method of preserving prop-
erty values. After all, the same
rules that restrain you, to protect
your neighbors, also restrain them
to protect you.
But restrictions will not be en-
forced if they are against public
policy. Nor will the law enforce a
restriction which, even though valid
at first, has fallen out of date. For
instance:
- A home owner in an aging neigh-
borhood decided to tear down his
house and build a store. But a dis-
gruntled neighbor took him to
court, pointing to a restrictive
covenant agLinst any "business use"
of the proie-ay on that block.
However, the first man showed
that stores had already invaded not
only the streets near by but also
that very block. And, until this oc-
casion, no one had ever objected.
On this evidence, the court held
that the covenant was no longer
binding. As one judge put it:
"Restrictive covenants will not
be enforced merely to harass some
particular person, when it is clear
that the objective for which the
restrictive covenants were originally
entered into have already failed."
T 
DRIVE-IN
UNION CM' fUtION Ni WA •
THEATRE
Friday. Saturday Only
DOUBLE HORROR
Shrieking - Mutilated
Victims Of
"The Blood
Bath"
„' AND•  Queen of
Blood"
From The Pit Of
Horror!! 
SUNDAY - MONDAY
OCTOBER 22 - 23
Bioadtiais barest
rarest osquarest,
love play linds:
happiness '
On Ihe big wide° '•
color screen I.°
ROBERT REDFORD
JANE FONDA
MINIUM
as,,'p900!
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SOCCER PRACTICE .. . . . Terry Adams, Fulton, is • member of
Murray's newest intercollegiate team — soccer. Adams, practicing
defense of this goal here, and his teammates are not backed by the
athletic department, but they have a faculty advisor, Mr. R. G.
Layman, of the physical education department.
Soccer Squad Seeking Victory
After 4-2 Opening Game Loss
In the first game ct the year,
an experienced Southeast Mis-
souri squad handed the team a 4-2
defeat at Cape Girardeau.
Four ci the six points were
scored on penalty kicks. A pen-
alty kick is awarded when a foul
Is incurred within 18 yards of
the goal. Most games never have
this type of penalty.
Mohamed Moghadamian, Teh-
ran, Iran, scored both of Mur-
ray's points on the penalty kicks.
Faculty adviser it. I.ayman
seemed Well pleased with his
young team and pointed out Brian
Darling, Stamford, Conn., Terry
Adams, Fulton, and Doug Foland,
Cobleskill, N.Y., as outstanding
pa rf or me r s.
The first home game is
scheduled for Nov. 4 against
Southeast Missouri.
School Clinic
Dates Planned
FULTON, Ky. — The
Health and Mental Hygiene
Committee of West Fulton PTA
met for a training session for
vision and operation of audio
meter, with Mrs. Geri Braswell
in charge, at the Health Center.
Taking the training were Mrs.
James Campbell, chairman of
the committee, Mesdames
Charles Binford, Max McDade,
James Needham, Glyn Bard,
Percy Lee and James Mann.
Date for the clinic at Carr
Elementary is Oct. 24, with vis-
ion tests for grades one through
eight and hearing tests, grades
1-3-5.
Dental clinic at Carr will be
Thursday with Dr. Robert Ru-
dolph in charge, assisted by
Mrs. Braswell and Mrs. James
Campbell.
First Methodist
College In Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The first Methodist college In
the world was established in
1799 at Augusta, Ky., near the
Ohio River,
south Fultonion's
Brother Dies
In Mississippi
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
,--Funeral services for James
I.eonard Shore Sr. of Greenville,
Miss., brother of Mrs. Wyatt
Cunningham of South Fulton,
were held at 2 p.m. Friday in
Union City, with the Rev. Lexie
B. Ray officiating. Burial was in
East View Cemetery.
Mr. Shore, who was 53, was a
native of Rives. He died Wednes-
day in Greenville following a
long illness.
r
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1 Cecil's Garage 1
Anti-Freeze Guaranteed For Your Protection 1
1 3% if we do the job ourselves. 31 3
3 3
3 
We specialize in all Garage Work. 3
3 3
3 — WHEEL ALIGNMENT 3
3 4
B AND BALANCING-
3
3 Bring Your Car In For Regular Winter Check Up
3
110 LAKE ST. — PHONE 472-17623
ampurk4 aiedurApugur FULTON, KY.. 42041 "ArIIIIIIKIIII•
P. H. HIRSCH & c
INDIAN$UN
GIRLS'
PAJAMAS
sum e45... ors 35%
Illeiredelle 2-plow pathos.*
Cliesita, Bads and ipeweiethis piths.
WS% 7-IC... IN% Glee flantetholle
p4O11•11181•INsetraterie ead
IWO, waist Meath sold fiend paths-
122
'MILS' QUILT LIMED
VINYL JACKETS
Oirie•Se Ireeeeeesi 11114-
Me SIN battens, three
INopedionn perky sel-
ler, litr•• faisblit•
Weal make this • N-
eedle with the pals.
Etheressthissl fth 2 foll yews Safety Ap
preyed by Underwriters leis Washable
!arm Calton end earylie Wend.
Lady Vanity
HAND
MIXER
588 I I0174A-TORQUI1001011
Uipberireigid. Flie le drawer et basso
an wall. Tare ethease-plaked beaters.
Airtathath howler eletine.
•
NEAP Dig Wits
SAVE 344 ON
PANTY
Slipth Umpteen .4w-
.n's thew erode 2
panty A••• tyro-
ler 1 49 err/errand Yew
Workless slay whine
steekiaps shawls' ,pi
°thee ha Nth ea new. all
"you- Man styles
WOMEN'S
HOSE
WESTINGHOUSE
STEAM-DRY IRON
Us. peek. tap water. Oink reek
Si,.... proper **Wags for ell
pope.- fabrics. Slagle 0.4
0.4. 
the-
Pals all thanes. 17 deem with.
R4
988
SAM
MIN'S SPORT SHIRTS...
thee thew. fanisather Awes epee *kr
I. mother thal Ivy thritee-dowo model.
irldessatho wave. piths. Seli44-112. 225
RIO. 4.50 MEN'S WATERPROOF
INSULATED PACS
Stay warm wed
keep dry in 12-th
ofetoopneof, Insu-
lated lase per.
CIooted rubber
sole Steel skeek.
Great For all twit-
deer week.
COMPARE AT 85
66
ELECTRIC
CORN POPPER
i.t4s1
cos°ito's
P.
44
SAYER
ASPIRIN
984 63c
_mew Fall flattery —
nylons
FIRST QUALITY. . . SEAMLESS
ShAhlthhh. the name 05 this Makes is a
secret but we wee. to NW the werld
obeys the petty price lee these NI peideot.
55 Mrs* Quality Nylons. In gre latest
shades of Singe, &newt, •nd Taupe.
VALUES TO 9, 1.35
PR.
WOMEN'S 4-10
MISSES' 10-3
SPORT LOAFERS
The shoe erv•ry welrften wants tresitheftel or Nathan sfyi,
Ing with tenons or side buckles Full gown loather w
are9 raelsthar toppers. fer.• tricot lined Ilea. Amass...
preens. Cardevan
141'5 I SPECIAL PURCHASELOAFERS 'FHACK • BROWN
RUGGED AND READY FOR ALL AGES
SWEAT SHIRTS
This is the casual shirt perfect for outdoor work
or play Mode of heavyweight 100% Fleeted
Cotton with crew-neck, raglan it 
 ribbed
knit cuffs and waist.
MOST POPULAR FASHION COLORS
MEN'S
REG. 1.99
SOTS'
10-16
RIO. 1.39
177 f22
JUVINILE
REG. 1.19$1
••••••
FANTASTIC SAVINGS! FABULOUS
•
HUGE SELECTION OF MEN'S
FALL JACKETS $
Whatever your pleasure in lockers
Hirsch's hes orth ler yew In this
hers Fell collect's. $weeten,
athnithrs, Ski styles, W 
MM... sip fronts. Seth. ere re-
...labia. some pith 111.041, .we.
quilt lined, sense haws knit Map
AA oto styled les warmth, com-
fort, 90041 leeks rood derability
Cheese It... C.f.i.. Cordureys,
larniniesio Vlayl Sethi. . no •
variety el popish.. ciders.
PECIAL LOW PRICE FOR THIS EVENT ONLY 36-46 S-Iii-L 
-XL
I. HIRSCH &CO.
307 Broadway Said Felton Open 130 - 6, Monday !bra Thursday 8:30 Tot: Fri.-Sat
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CERTIFIED AND UNCERTIFI-
ED SEED WHEAT. Complete fer-
tilizer service. Southern States Ful-
ton Co-Operative, phone 479-2352.
FOR. SALE: 85 acre farm, seven
room brick house with bath, full
basement. Four-inch plastic well.
On blacktop road, nine miles south
east of Fulton. Mrs. V. C. Simpson.
Fulton Route 5. Phone Latham,
Tenn., 799-4347,
WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look-
ing for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 479 2651.
Addressing, Bookkeeping, Clerical
and Secretarial Services
(Your Office or Ours-Pick-Up &
Delivery)
A B C ASSOCIATES
CLINTON, KY. 42031
.612 6/.7.3 6534736
47 Acre Bottom Farm. Ky. side,
no buildings or building sites.
132 acre farm, well located, ad-
loins Fulton Airport. Good level
land, good house and fence. (Good
pric• too.)
70 Acre health farm. Plenty of
deitr, rabbits and maybe bears,
ideal for camping or tree planting.
Big springi bargain priced.
S Acres, recently remodeled two
bedroom horn*, Ky. side. Will sell
Of trade for any kind of property.
Small new brick building, ideal
for any kind of business. Located
in Water Valley, Ky. on Highway.
PHONE 472.1291, FULTON, KY.
Brand New Club Chair $29.95
Odd 2-piece living room
suites, $10 up
New 3-piece Oak finish
bedroom suit. $129.88
Lamp tables $7.50 each
Dining room suite $25.00
Coffee table $7.50
Coffee table p.00
Living room chair $19.95
TV $10.00
Refrigerators, $15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size electric stisvis,
like new, $90.00
Come in and browse around: we
hive lots of bargains not adv•r•
tisedl
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Puiten Phone 472-3421
TilE SCHOOLOTTE - Iash-
iioned for school acceptability.
4lit divided skirt dress with deep
inverted front pleat looks like a
modified tent style. In a green
cotton print, it's trimly accented
WO white collar and cuffs. By
ingenue.
rerivAraimmordrArArdraminew
We Carry A
I Complete Line Of
1 COAL and GAS
HEATERS
3
- ALSO -
4 Pipes, elbows, damp-
ers, stove boards
Exchange Furniture 4
Company z
z
Commercial Ave; Fulton
ardiraterARAPPARAIWAY41/41,1111r/Pt
Education, Highway Progrois
Is Stressed By Breathitt
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Ed-
ucation and highways received
special emphasis by Goy. Ed-
ward T. Breathitt during a re-
view of the progress made in
Kentucky during his adminis-
tration,
"Our commonwealth hasVov-
ed forward, and moved forviard
dramatically," Breathitt told
about 150 newsmen Friday, at
his annual news seminar.
"We have caught the eye of
the nation, and I am proud to
have been part of the team ef-
fort," Breathitt said.
Breathitt dramatized highway
work by cutting a ribbon across
a huge Kentucky map, sym-
bolically dedicating the 5,000
miles of highway improvements
to be completed thus year.
Breathitt listed some of the
major road projects during his
administration as:
-More than one-fourth of
Kentucky's 737 miles of inter-
state and defense highways have
been completed; by the end of
this year 425 miles, 57 per cent
of the planned mileage, will be
in use.
-Road and street Improve-
ments totaled 10,000 miles dur-
ing his four N ears and $36 mil-
lion is being spent each year for
ipprovements on rural roads.
Breathitt also reviewed the
state's accomplishments in the
field of education. They include,
he said:
-S tate appropriations of
$148.5 million for elementary
and high school education for
1966-67 placed Kentucky llth na-
tionally in this category; teach-
Your Sears Credit Card can be
used nationwide. Just say
"Charge It" ... It's convenient.
- There's a Sears credit plan to
suit your every need. Take up to
five years to pay on Horne Im-
provements. Ask us for details.
er salaries have been increased
an average of $1,400 per teach-
er over the four-year period.
-Vocational enrollment in
Creased from 60,000 in 1963 to
93,000 in 1966; a $25 million con-
struction program for schools is
under way.
-Enrollment in St ate - sup-
ported universities tic iw exceeds
50,000, almost doubt e what it
was in fall 1963.
FUTURE TREES-Some of the 50 Eastern }
tree-planting demonstration at the State Fi
Nursery, Woodsbend, follow a tractor-drawn
seedlings. The demonstration was conducted
in the State Department of Natural Resour
Paper Company in conjunction with their "m
tar demonstration was held in Western Ke
Nursery, Gilbertsville.
DUKEDOM CLUB
PLANS TO
VISIT SHUT-INS
The Dukedom Home Demon-
stration Club met September
27th in the home of Mrs. Joe
Wilds, at 10 o'clock for an all
day "Work Day". There were
13 members and two visitors
present. The visitors were Miss
Mary Lee Clark of Memphis
Centuckians who attended a recent
3restry Division's Morgan County
tree planter planting young pine
jointly by the Forestry Division
ces and West Virginia Pulp and
atching-seedling" program. A simi-
ntucky at the Kentucky Forestry
and Mrs. Jackie Bethel of Duke-
dom.
The morning was spent in a
lengthy business meeting of
planning for a Nursing Home
visit, Christmas party and the
election of officers. It was
greatly regretted that because
of the fire in Fulton the window
at Noffe1.5 Department Store
was not available for the Craft
Display during the Banana Fes-
tival.
Interesting reports were given
by the Food and Nutrition Lead-
er Mrs. Ed Cashon, "The Ad-
vantages of Outdoor Cooking";
the Home Furnishings Leader
Mrs. Joe Wilds, "The Magical
Effect of Color"; and the Home
Management Leader Mrs. Don-
ald Clinard on "The Kinds of
Interest to Watch for When
Buying on the Installment
Plan".
After a potluck lunch, the
afternoon was spent with the
different hobbies and most of
all, in learning the art of miLk-
ing feather flowers.
,Spefd.iffyying
Want to quickly step into
orous, well-paid secretarial iplaor :
lion' Only at our school can you
write
_
learn 
- the natural,
easy shorthand that uses the
familiar abc'S, riot strange sym
bols Day or evening classes
Nationv.ide FREE lifetime Place
ment Service Visit, phone or
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
308 POPLAR STREET
MARTIN, TENNESSEE 38237
TELEPHONE: 587-7415
BEEF AND DAIRY CALVES FROM TWO TO
TWELVE WEEKS OLD, delivered directly to you
on approval. Delivery ten days after order.
Top quality Wisconsin Holstein heifer calves
that will develop into big cows and high milk pro-
ducers.
Holstein bull calves that will grow into choice
Holstein beef steers, which are in big demand.
Also Black Angus, Guernsey and Brown Swiss
calves available, both sexes.
For information on prices and weights call or
write DON THEIS, PINE GROVE STOCK FARM,
ROUTE 3, SHAWANO, WISCONSIN 54166 phone
715-526-4380, or Bob Coltharp, Mayfield. Ky. phone
502-328-4450.
Prices Cut 30 To 5070 On Disc ontinued Merchandise In Stock
TRUCKLOADS OF MERCHANDISE ON DISPLAY!
Prices Slashed Up To $100 On Appliances
Prices Start
at __ $59.95
On Portable
TV's
Tremendous Price
Reductions On
Room Size Rugs
12x 10.8 Rug
Was $85.12
Now $49.88
12 x 17.8 Rug
Was $187.83
Now $99.88
12 x 13.8 Nylon Rug
Was $90.89
Now $64.88
12 x 14 Rug
\\-7
Now $68.88
15 x 9.10 Nylon Rug
Was $125.95
Now $64.88
REELFOOT SLICED SMOKED
PICNICS
REELFOOT
SLICED HA/4
REELFOOT Whole
HAMS
U. S. CHOICE
T-BONE STEAK
lb. 45c
lb. 19c
lb. 65c
lb. 9k
BONELESS
HAM
PORK
TENDERLOIN
BRISKET STEW
SHORT RIBS
lb. $1.29
lb. $1.19
lb. 31c
lb. 43 c
SI111.01/4 U. S. CHOICHEANCDORArFKEEDD
PUFFS -- 200 COUNT Limit
ARMOUP1
FRANKS 12-oz. pkg. 39c
REELFOOT SLICED
BACON
BONELF-SS
STEW MEAT
PORK - FRESH
NECK BONE
lb. 69c
lb. 79c
lb. 25c
DUBUQUE-CANNED
HAMS 3 lb. can $2.99
DUBUOUE-CANNED
PICNICS 3 lb. can $2.49
50 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase Of
3 lb. or more GROUND BEEF
FACIAL-TISSUE Please
2 
BOX  SUGAR
F
RADIANCE ROSE
FOLGERS, MAXWELL HOUSE.
CHASE & SANBORN Limit
Please
FLOUR 10 lb. 89c
LUCKY 12 TO BOX ASSORT.
PIES 3 for $1.00
BETTY CROCKER ASSORT.
C:11
CAKE MIXES 3 for IP 1c
E. W. JAMES BRAND 8-oz.
TEA or TEA BAGS 41
KRAFT
PARKAY OLEO 411.
BISCUITS
HYDE 5c CA
REG. SIZE BOXES
FAB
REELFOOT PURE
LARD
BOW - WOW BRAND
•
FRUIT-PIE
TROPICANA REG, or DIET 10-oz. 6 For
DRINKS throw away bot. 45c
WHISTLES BUGLES - DAISIES
SNACKS 5-oz. 3for $1.00
MORTON
FROZEN
BETTY CROCKER 10-oz.
00
PIE CRUST MIX 19c
RICHTEX
SHORTING 3 lb. 5k
0)0
29c DOG FOOD 25 lb. $11.997
3 MUSKETEER - MILKY WAY
4 lb. 59c CANDY BARS 10 for 39c
FROZEN
FRENCH FRIES 5 LBS 69e
KRAFT FRESH
1-2 
GAL 49©
HAASE'S REG. SIZE
WHITE TUNA 3for $1.00
KRAFT 12-oz. JAR
Marshmallow cream 7-oz. 19c
COD FISH (Frozen)
STEAKS 2 lb. box $1.29
MAXWELL HOUSE 10-oz. INS.
COFFEE 10-oz. $1.23
HOME GROWN
TURNIPS lb 50 POTATOES 10 LBS 39. 
N I 
FeLsb4
each 19,c TH'IlNiP-GREENS 2519c
FREE DOLL WITH 4 BARS 4 Bars
DOVE SOAP bath size 98c
NEW BUTTER FLAVOR 32-oz.
WESSON, OIL 79c
Store Hours
MON — THURS 8-8
FRIDAY — 8-8
SATURDAY — 8-9
SUNDAY — 9-7
48-oz. PLASTIC LIQUID DET.
CRYSTAL WHITE
KING SIZE
FAB 25c off
This Ad Starts Thursday, October 19th
and Runs For 7 Days
159c
$1.19
PURE COUNTRY
SORGHUM 2 lb. jar 79c
BUSH WHITE
HOMINY 300 size 2 for 19c
SOUT14'PLILTON, TENNESSEE
OLD SOUTH FROZEN
PIE SHELLS 2 - 9 in. 29c
JACK SPRAT
SALT 26-oz. box 9c
ELI AMES AND SON
SUPER MARKET
Double Quality
Stamps
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